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THE TRAGIC WEDDING 

A. INTRODUCTORY 

WEDDING ritual in tragedy tends to be subverted. In explaining and arguing for this 

generalisation I hope also to shed new light on some of the passages deployed. 
My starting point is the actual wedding ceremony. How did the Athenians of the classical 

period imagine that it was celebrated? Our evidence derives largely from contemporary drama 
and vase-painting. The picture presented by this evidence coheres very well in certain respects 
with that derived from other periods and places: Sappho, Catullus' imitation of the Greek, the 

lexicographers, and so on. For example, one important element that is found in the Attic and the 
non-Attic evidence alike is the ambiguity, for the bride, of the transition. The abrupt passage to 
her new life contains both negative and positive elements. On the one hand it is like the yoking 
of an animal or the plucking of a flower.1 It means isolation, separation from her friends and 

parents.2 It is an occasion of resentment and anxiety,3 comparable to death.4 And on the other 
hand she is also subjected in the ceremony to praise and piaKaplap6os.5 The relationship between 
the negative and the positive tendency of the ritual is a delicate one: the negative tendency must 
not be denied, but it must of course eventually be overcome. For example, the negative image of 
nature destroyed may be met by the positive image of its taming and cultivation.6 The 'death' of 
the girl (or her abandonment of virginity) may be expressed by the sacrifice of a substituted 
animal.7 The wedding expresses not only the victory of a positive over a negative tendency, but 
also in a sense the victory of culture over nature.8 The wild animal is tamed; sexual union is 

legitimised; the field is ploughed.9 And because the wedding constitutes one of the two or three 
most fundamental transitions in the life of an individual, particularly perhaps for a woman,10 the 
failure to complete the transition is profoundly anomic. This failure, which may occur in various 
ways, is constantly explored by tragedy. 

The most obvious form of this failure is of course death before marriage. Such a death is 

constantly imagined, notably in epitaphs, as a kind of marriage, notably (for the girl) with 
Hades.11 That is to say, a transition effected by nature (death) is enclosed by the imagination 
within a similar transition effected by culture (marriage). It is important to observe that this 

1 See nn. 58, 62, 63, 64 below. 
2 

Sapphofr. o04(a) Voigt; Soph. Trach. 527-3I,fr. 
583; Theocr. I8.38-9; Poll. iii 42; Catull. 62.21-2, 32; 
Dracontius 6.92-5; Claudian Epithal. in Pall. I25; cf. e.g. 
N. Politis, AaoypaplK& JuEIlKT-ra iii (Athens I93I) 28I; 
J. K. Campbell, Honour, family and patronage (Oxford 
I964) i2I; Sourvinou-Inwood, below p. 140. 

3 Sapphofr. 114; Poll. iii 42; Theocr. 8.91; Schol. 
Theocr. I8.34; Plut. Lyk. I5, Mor. 289a; and for fifth 

century Attic vase-painting see IanJenkins in BICS xxx 
(1983), 137-45; Sourvinou-Inwood, below pp. I39- 
I4I. Cf. also n. 2 above, and Claudian Fesc. Honor. 4.3- 
4, de Cons. Stil. ii 357-8; Auson. Cento Nupt. 91 if.; 
Varro Sent. I Riese. 

4 See nn. 82-92 below; also Jenkins (n. 3) D. J. R. 
Williams in Ancient Greek and Related Pottery (Proc. 
Internat. Vase Symp. Amsterdam 1984), 279 (on ARV2 

89.13); Antiph. Soph. fr. 49 (cf. G. Thomson, The 
prehistoric Aegean [London 1949] 338). 5 Praise: Sapphofrr. Io8, 113; Ar. Pax 1350; Theocr. 
18.20-38; Himer. Or. 1(9). 19-20; Men. Rhet. 403.29 if.; 
Ps. Dionys. Epid. 265, 270; Catull. 61.16 if.; etc.; Politis 

(n. 3) 278-89. paKaplav6s: Hes. fr. 211.7; Sappho fr. 
112; E. Alc. 918-19, Tro. 311-12, Hel. 375-6, 640, 

I434-5, IA I076-9, I404-5, Phaeth. 240; Ar. Pax 1333, 
Av. 1722-5, 1759; Theocr. I8.I6, 52; Od. iv. 208; Pi. 

Pyth. 3.88; Antoniad. Cret. 66 (Politis [n. 2] 284 n. 3). 
6 Notably at Catull. 62.38-56 (a poem largely Greek 

in inspiration); cf. n. 9 below. 
7 At the rrpo-rAEta: W. Burkert Homo necans (Trans- 

lation, Berkeley I983) 62-3; cf. IA 433 with 718-19. 
8 See esp. James Redfield in Arethusa xv (1982), 192- 

4 (add e.g. Ps. D.H. Epid. 262 (Radermacher) TOU p?v 

Orlpi)8ous Kai wTrErAhavrllEvou piou arraAAhyrlaav, piov 
86 filPEpov Kai TETayPIvov XO V axov sta TOU yapou). 

9 See e.g. V. Magnien in AC v (1936), 129-3 , 133- 
4; J.-P. Vernant in Myth and society in ancient Greece 
(London 1982) 138-9, 50; M. Detienne, The gardens of 
Adonis (London 1977), 116-17; Redfield (n. 8); the 
formula yvioicov raiScov "rr' &p6Tcot (Men. Dysk 842; 
etc.); Aelian De Nat. An. xii 24; n. 58 below. 

10 Cf. Hipponax fr. 68 West: Bu' iaippal yuvalKos 
EioaV f6tiarai, / OTaV yapl 'r- T K&K1Epril TE0VTlKVUIV. 

11 E.g. W. Peek Griechische Vers-Inschriften (Berlin 
1955) 658, II62, 1238, I55I, I553, I989; cf. e.g. S. Ant. 
81o; E. IA 461; cf. Aelianfr. 50 Hercher. For a striking 
recent example see TA NEA for I6.3.I987. 
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enclosure is facilitated by the presence in the wedding of elements associated with death, to some 
extent perhaps actual lamentation, but more importantly 'equivocal' elements common to the 
two rites of passage:12 in both wedding and funeral the girl is washed, anointed, and given 
special Tr&rTrXol and a special a-riyavos in order to be conveyed on an irreversible, torchlit 

journey (on a cart)13 accompanied by song, and to be abandoned by her kin to an unknown 

dwelling, an alien bed, and the physical control (XEip ETrl KaprTCOl) of an unknown male.14 The 
unmarried girl is buried in her wedding attire;15 she is imagined as a bride taken off by Hades;16 
and so on. 17 The wedding attire is of course not a mere symbol. It would have been worn in the 
actual marriage that she has been denied: oTs yap ?E;EANov / KooCiElceOal vuIIpa, Too6b' 'AiSav 
EPoAov. 18 The actual wedding may have been imminent. 19 Indeed, this interpenetration of the 
two basically similar transitions is sometimes intensified to the point at which the girl (or 
sometimes the man) dies after preparations for the wedding have begun or even during the ritual 
itself.20 The surprising frequency (or at least the survival) of such cases is perhaps attributable to 
a tendency of the imagination to intensify the interpenetration.2' In these cases it is as if one of 
the negative elements in the wedding ceremony (marriage as death) has triumphed over the 

positive, as if the pattern of the wedding ceremony has been disrupted so as to turn into its 

opposite. 
Tragedy is intensely interested in this kind of disruption. I will begin by noting three 

examples of the death of an unmarried girl which is clearly associated with her imminent 

wedding (Antigone, Iphigeneia, Glauke). Secondly, as the centre-piece of the argument, I will 
discuss at length the case of the Danaids, in which the prevailing negative element is not the 
death of the bride but her hostility to the groom. Thirdly, in Section C, I will discuss examples of 
the death of a married woman imagined as the re-enactment of her marriage (Deianeira, lokasta, 
Euadne, Medea). Finally, in Section D, I examine cases of extramarital sexual union imagined as 

marriage: i.e. a merely natural union is shaped by the imagination into a transition effected by 
culture22 (Paris and Helen, Agamemnon and Kassandra, Herakles and lole, Neoptolemos and 

Andromache). Reference will also be made to various other couples on the way. In all these 

categories the negative tendency of the ritual prevails. 

B. THE GIRL ABOUT To BE MARRIED 

?I. The death of Antigone is presented by Sophokles in a manner suggestive of a wedding, in 
part with Hades or Acheron, in part with her betrothed Haimon. The place of her imprisonment 

12 On wedding lamentation etc. see ?4 below and n. 
4 above; on equivocal elements (and wedding laments) 
in Greece today see M. Alexiou, The ritual lament in 
Greek tradition (Cambridge 1974), 120-22. Note that 
such ambiguity within the wedding does not for the 
audience underlie the lament of Capulet (Romeo and 
Juliet iv 5.84-90): All things that we ordained festival / 
Turn from their office to black funeral: / Our instru- 
ments to melancholy bells, / Our wedding cheer to a sad 
burial feast; / Our solemn hymns to sullen dirges 
change, / Our bridal flowers serve for a buried corpse; 
(quoted by M. Alexiou and P. Dronke, Studi Medievali 
xii 119711 831). 

13 In fact the corpse might be carried either on foot 
or on a cart (see e.g. Beazley ABV 346.7 and 8, =E. 
Vcrmculc, Aspects of death in early Greek art and poetry 
B3crkelcy 19791 20, figs. 15 and i6). Equally unsurpris- 

ingly, the bridal pair sometimes went on foot (see e.g. 
Poll. ii 195). 

14 l)cscription of the funeral: Vermeule (n. 13) II- 
2 1; 1). C. Kurtz and J. Boardman, Greek burial customs 
(London 1971) ch. 7; Robcrt Garland, The Greek way of 
death (London 1985), ch. 3; of the wedding: W. 

Erdmann, Die Ehe im alten Griechenland (Munich 1934), 
ch. 5; Daremberg-Saglio, Dictionnaire des Antiquites s.v. 
'Matrimonium.' On XEip Erri KapTrcol see Jenkins, art. 
cit. n. 3. 

15 E.g. Peek (n. I I) 683, 1238; Alexiou (n. 12) 230 n. 
63; cf. E. Tro. 1218-20. 

16 
E.g. Peek (n. II) 658, 1238, 1553; Jenkins (n. 3). 

17 
E.g. Anth. Pal. vii i85 (torches), 487 (bed), 489 

(eaoaplos); Peek (n. II) I450 (house), 1823 (torchlit 
journey); cf. e.g. S. Ant. 806-I6 (journey, bed). 

18 Peek (n. II) 683.7-8. 
19 E.g. Anth. Pal. vii. 291, 568; Peek (n. i ) 988, 

1976, 1989; Ach. Tat. i 13. 
20 Anth. Pal. vii 182, 183, i88, 568, 6Io (obviously 

imaginary), 711, 712; Peek (n. II) 228, 1238, 1522, 
I8oi, I825, I910, 1989. 19, 2038, cf. 878; A.R. iii 656-61; 
Hor. C. iv 2.2I; Heliod. ii 29. 

21 E.g. Peek (n. II) I238 is an epigram which 
illustrates how easily the idea of death just before the 
wedding might arise from the practice of burying the 
unmarried girl in bridal attire. 

22 I.e. the same shaping as operates on the natural 
event of death (see above). 
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is both a tomb and a bridal chamber (816, 891; cf. 804, 886, 947). Hades 6 -rayKoiTacs is taking 
Antigone off alive (8io f.) Less obviously, it should be noted that the hymn to EpcoS that 
introduced Antigone's burial lament is appropriate to a hymenaial context. In particular, its 
theme is the power of sex in nature and in the cosmos, which was a TO-rTO of the later wedding 
ceremony at least (see n. I 17 below), constituting praise of the mighty power that has brought 
the couple together. But here inasmuch as Haimon and Antigone are brought together in death 
(described in terms of sexual and marital union: see ?6), the TOTroS is in part reversed. Failure to 
realise this point has produced among critics puzzlement about the introduction of the theme 
and misunderstanding of its significance.23 As so often, deviation from what we expect arises 
from the presence of a ToTrro. Another example of this phenomenon is in fact provided by the 

'marriage' in the tomb of Antigone and Haimon, which produces certain inconsistencies of 

plot.24 
?2. Iphigeneia. We know several cases of girls before marriage traditionally lamenting for, or 

offering sacrifice, their hair, or libations to, a mythical young person who had died a virgin.25 
Surely this mythical death is at least partly an expression of the death associated with the marital 

separation from maidenhood. The mythical figure embodies, albeit indirectly, the loss 

experienced by the bride, and provides an object for her emotions. It appears therefore that the 
subversion of the marital transition is a feature of myth. It is not invented by tragedy, though 
tragedy exploits it and probably extends its scope. 

This is particularly clear in the case of Iphigeneia, who combines these two forms of 
substitute death (of a mythical maiden, of a sacrificial animal). In one version she is actually 
sacrificed to Artemis, in another she is replaced by an animal (a hind, or a bear). The substitution 
of (or perhaps the metamorphosis into) a bear is reported by Phanodemos of Athens,26 and is 
clearly related to the importance of Iphigeneia and Artemis at Brauron, where young girls 
ritually imitated bears (&pKTEu'eiv). In the scholium on Ar. Lys. 645 we read that Iphigeneia was 
to be sacrificed at Brauron but was replaced by a bear, and that as a result luoTrfIplov ayoucnv 
aUTI1.27 'ApKT'UEIV was regarded as a preparation for marriage.28 And so the death (or escape 
from death) of Iphigeneia seems to have been, at least in part, an expression of the association of 
death with the loss of girlhood in marriage. Wilamowitz regarded the luring of Iphigeneia to 
Aulis by the prospect of marriage as inessential to the story ('zuthat zu der eigentlichen 
Geschichte') and guessed that it was an innovation by the poet of the Kypria.29 The question of 
who made the 'innovation' is unanswerable. But what we can say is that the 'innovation' was 
unlikely to have been absolute: like most unnecessary innovations, it was probably a 
development of an existing theme, namely that of Iphigeneia as bride. It is of interest here that in 
one version she was actually married to Achilles and had a son by him.30 

In Euripides' Iphigeneia in Aulis the marriage to Achilles for which she is summoned by her 
father is of course only a device to encompass her sacrifice. But the persistent presentation of this 
sacrifice in terms of marriage is due only in small part to the needs of the deception. The normal 
role of the TrpoTE'AEia, the sacrifice preliminary to marriage, appears to have been to give to the 
deity the life of an animal as a substitute for the life of the bride (n. 7 above). The rumour in the 

23 E.g. K. von Fritz in Philologus lxxxix (1934), i9- kommen sein kann, und denkt nicht daran, das noch 
33, reprinted in Antike und moderne Tragodie (Berlin besonders zu motivieren'); and cf. 36 with 773-80. 
I962), 227-40; R. P. Winnington-Ingram, Sophocles, an 25 E.g. Hdt. iv 34; Pausan. i. 43.4; Plut. Arist. 20; 
interpretation (Cambridge I980), 92-8 (similar to the Pausan. ii.32.i-4 (and E. Hipp. 1425-7). failure to see that Antigone laments because it is her 26 FGrH 325 (FI4(a) and (b)) (fourth cent. B.C.). funeral: Seaford in CQ xxxiv (I984), 254). 27 Cf e.g. E. IT I450 ff., and in general Brelich (n. 24 

Notably in the behaviour of Haimon: the incon- 109) 241-78. 
sistencies are described by Tycho von Wilamowitz, Die 28 Krateros FGrH 342 F9; Schol. Ar. Lys. 645; 
Dramatische Technik des Sophokles (Berlin 1917) 21I-3 Burkert (n. 107) 263. 
('. . . Man sieht also deutlich, dass es dem Dichter von 29 In Hermes xxviii (1883), 25o=K . Schr. vi 196. 
vornherein feststeht, dass Haimon in Antigone's Grabe 30 Nikander ap. Anton. Lib. 27 (cf. E. IA I355-6, 
Selbstmord begehen wird. Er iiberlegt sich genau so 940); Lykophr. Alex. I83, 324; Duris FGrH 76 F88. 
wenig wie der Zuschauer, wie und wozu er hineinge- 
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Greek camp is that 'APTr1ll61 1TpOTrEi3ocal TrV vE6vtiSa (433). And Agamemnon pretends that 
the impending sacrifice to Artemis is the TrrpoTrela ... w-rai8OS (7I8-I9). The irony of the bride 
transformed from participant in the sacrifice to victim is sustained at 675 XEpvipcov yap &aTr'rlll 
-rreAaS, which could apply equally to bride and to victim,31 and at I475-9 ayETE uE ... aTqpEqa 

TrEpipoAa 6iSoTrE, EPETE--Tr' KaIXO S 68E KoaTac-rTpev- XEpviPcov TE rrayas (both bride and 
victim are adorned and led in procession).32 She will be sacrificed as a PoaXos &KipaK Tos raised 
not by cowherds but Trapa ... pOaTEpl ViJvUOKcOOV 'lva(Xi(ais yadpov (1080-88): here the irony 
deploys a traditional comparison of the bride to a young animal leaving her mother.33 As in 

Aeschylus (see ?9a), the death of Iphigeneia in her 1TpoT-rEAla is not imagined but real. The 
negative element prevails. 

Secondly, the arrival and final departure of Iphigeneia are presented in a manner evocative 
of the wedding. The elements of a normal wedding particularly relevant here are the 
paKaptrao6S of the nuptial pair (n. 5 above) and their arrival at the house of the groom in a cart 
accompanied by the mother of the bride and other women.34 The moment of this arrival was a 
poignant stage, often depicted in Attic vase painting,35 in the transition of the bride to her new 
life, for it was here presumably that she was abandoned by her kin. 

Klytaimestra arrives as vuvpqaycoy6S (6IO) with Iphigeneia and her q)pvai (6I I) in front of 
the plEAaOpa (685) of Agamemnon, in a cart or chariot (o6XflaTa, 6 1, 6i6), to the 

accompaniment of a choral paKaploapoS (590-97). Much concern is shown for the descent of 

Iphigeneia from the chariot (6I4-I6).36 In the subsequent dialogue Agamemnon speaks of a 
rrAoCS;37 which Iphigeneia is to undertake po6vn, povcoe.TCa' &ar6o Tra-rp6 Kai PnrTT'poS (669), and 

which she takes to mean that she is to live in another household. He then bids her farewell, XcbpEI 
8E PEiAaepcov iVTOS . .. piArlpa Bouaa 6eSiav TE poI, p,EAAouvaa 5ap6v Tr-aTpos aToiKTloaiv 

Xpovov (678-80), and disguises his grief as that felt by a father at the marriage of his daughter 
(688-90). 

The next episode, in which Klytaimestra meets with Achilles and discovers the truth from 
the old man, is followed by a choral song celebrating the marriage of Peleus and Thetis. The 
aptness of this theme is obvious. The offspring of the marriage was Achilles; and it forms a 
contrast with the present 'marriage' (note especially the reference to the PaKaplap6os at 1075-80: 
laaKaplov TOT6E aipovs . . . yla,ov... eEacav KTA ... a 8' ?1ri Kapa ca-ryouoI KTAr). But it 
should also be noted that the practice of referring to a paradigmatic mythical or divine marriage 
seems to have been a practice of the contemporary wedding ceremony.38 

The arrival of the Greeks to take Iphigeneia to her death produces the prospect of a scene 
familiar from certain descriptions of the wedding, the bride torn from the embrace of her 
mother (I367, I460).39 Finally, the very last words of Iphigeneia evoke the predicament of the 
bride: (1505-9) i ic. . . . Xalmra8oXos &apUpa Ai6S rTE (PyyoS, ETrEpoV ETpov aicva Kai poTpav 
oiK7oaPev. XalpEi pot (pi;kov q)aos. The faint suggestion in Aap,TraboOXos of the wedding torches 

31 Cf. 1479, i5 i8, IT58 etc., and a similar ambiguity in Greek tragedy [Oxford 1934] i6o-9); but even (early) 
at A. Ag. 1036-8 (cf. I0). Cf. also IA io8o-88. interpolated lines are not necessarily thereby excluded 

32 For other parallels between marriage and sacrifice from our argument, which is not concerned with the 
seeJ.-P. Vernant (n. 9) ch. 7; H. P. Foley in Arethusa xv personality of Euripides. 
(I982), i59-80 (on the IA; a longer version in Ritual 37 Cf. below ?9a. 
irony [Ithaca and London I985] ch. 2). 38 Ar. Av. 173 -44; Sapphofr. 44 (ifhymenaial), cf. 33 Seaford in Hermes cxiv (I986), 50-4; Sappho fr. fr. 28 Voigt; Men. Rhet. 400-02 (includes Peleus and 
104(a); S. Trach. 527-30. Thetis), etc.; Ps. D.H. Epid. 262; Claudian ix and Sidon. 

34 IA 732; Schol. E. Tro. 3 15; Ov. Ep. 8.96; Nonn. Ap. xiv (Peleus and Thetis); cf. Catull. 64. Note also the 
Dion. 46.304; and the vase-paintings referred to in n. 27. popularity of the wedding of Peleus and Thetis in vase- 
I find that the evocation of the wedding by the chariot is painting, e.g. on a nuptial lebes, ARV2 585.33. 
suggested also by Foley, Ritual irony 70-1. 39 Catull. 62.2I-2 (surely based on a Greek model); 35 Daremberg-Saglio (n. I4) s.v., 'Matrimonium' cf. Sapphofr. 104; S. Trach. 527-31; E. Hec. 90-I, 207- 
I652-3. 9, 418, 611-12; Plut. Lyk. I5; Politis (n. 2) 28I. cf. IA 36 There may well be much (early) interpolation or 1087. 
rewriting in this scene (D. L. Page, Actors' interpolations 
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of which Iphigeneia has been deprived40 is strengthened by the subsequent suggestion of a 
change of dwelling place.41 

53. Glauke in Euripides' Medea. The TtrErrAo and crTqpavoS sent by Medea to the princess 
Glauke are a wedding gift, contributing to the traditional EivSalpovia of the bride (952-8). They 
are donned by the bride, who then admires herself in the mirror.42 But they turn out to be "Ala 
K6oauOS (980), i.e. funerary dress.43 The unmarried girl was buried in her wedding TrETrXol and 
oT6Eqpavos. 

In the wedding of Glauke the association of the wedding K6acos with death has become a 
reality. And the same is true of the journey: in 985 vEpTrpois 8' SiTI Tra pa VUIpoKo0lc11Et and in 
I234-5 (significant even if interpolated) is "Ai8ovu 866ous / oTX)i yauIcov EKaTi Tr&V 'laOovos, 
the destination of the bride's journey is the house not of her husband but of Hades.44 The 
association with death, one of the negative tendencies which in a normal wedding would be 
overcome in the rituals of transition and incorporation, has in the tragedy emerged as a 
triumphant reality. 

?4. The Danaids. Aeschylus' Suppliants presents two central, closely related, and unresolved 
problems. Firstly, is the aversion of the Danaids to marriage in general or to marriage with their 
cousins in particular? Numerous passages may be deployed to support each alternative.45 
Secondly, on what is the aversion based? On the one hand, for Thomson,46 the conflict is 
between the rule of exogamy and the principle embodied in the Attic law of the heiress, by 
which heiresses without brothers could be claimed in marriage by their kin, so as to keep the 
estate within the family. At the other extreme, Garvie47 maintains that 'we must look for the 
Danaids' motivation purely in their own character, and not in any simple obedience to a 
supposed moral or social principle'. Most recently, Friis Johansen and Whittle (henceforward 
FJW), while accepting the importance of the Attic law for evaluating the action of the 
Aegyptiads, insist that the Danaids do not in fact invoke the principle of exogamy or denounce 
the principle of endogamy.48 And so what motivates them? Here, FJW, while stressing the 
importance of the violence of the Aegyptiads, nevertheless implicitly admit puzzlement.49 

It seems to me that progress on this front can be made only by the adoption of a new 
perspective. The attitude of the Danaids resembles in several respects the attitude associated with 
the Greek bride or her female companions, but taken to an exotic extreme. We are of course 
hampered in this comparison by the scarcity of direct evidence for the attitude and experience 
associated with the bride in fifth-century Attica. However, the coherence in various respects of 
the evidence for wedding ritual from different times and places50 is such that the cautious use of 
evidence from one area to complement evidence from another is not necessarily illegitimate. 

The Danaids, lamenting and fearful of isolation from their kin, claim to have a KapSia which 

40 The absence or the extinguishing of the wedding 
torch was a T6TTro of the death-instead-of-marriage 
theme (see above; e.g. Anth. Pal. vii 185; Bion 1.87; 
Daremberg-Saglio [n. 14] s.v. 'Hymenaios'), and may 
be associated, as it seems to be here, with the darkness of 
Hades (e.g. Peek [n. I I] 804). On the association of qcps, 
and especially torchlight, with aco-nipia, see Fraenkel on 
A. Ag. 522, Thomson on A. Ag. 522, 935-7I. 

41 Meaning lifetime, aicbv might easily refer to the 
(new) lifetime that begins at marriage: E. Or. 603, Med. 
243, Su. I005 (?7d), Ale. 475. For pioTpa and marriage 
see Ar. Av. 1734; Poll. iii 38. And cf. Antiph. Soph.fr. 
49.3: the wedding Katvo0 BailpovoS &pXEi, Kaivov 
TrOTpOU. 

42 A scene depicted in Attic vase-paintings (e.g. 
Beazley ARV21476.3). 

43 Cf e.g. E. HF 562, Ba. 857. Cf. also the attention 
paid to Pentheus's dress (Med. I 161-2 with Ba. 928-34, 

I65-6 with 937-8). In CQ 37.1 (1987), 76-8 I suggest 

that Pentheus too is looking at a mirror. 
44 Cf. nn. 11-17 above. 
45 A. F. Garvie, Aeschylus' Supplices: play and trilogy 

(Cambridge 1969), 221; H. Friis Johansen and E. W. 
Whittle, Aeschylus: the Suppliants (Copenhagen 1980), i 
30-4. 

46 Aeschylus and Athens2 (London 1946), ch. i6. 
47 (n. 45) 221. 
48 (n. 45) i 34-7. 
49 'The reader may, at his own risk, take the themes 

of general aversion to marriage, v3pis in the Aegyptiads 
and legally prescribed endogamy as suggesting various 
motives for the Danaids' flight from their cousins, but 
the function of these themes in Supp. (and perhaps in the 
trilogy as a whole) is only that of placing the action in a 
complex and shifting perspective.' ([n. 45] i 37.) 

50 See section A; also the general treatments of the 
ceremony mentioned in n. 14. 
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has been a&rrElp6oaKpvs.51 In a passage of Sophokles' Trachiniai heavily influenced by the 
wedding song52 Deianeira expresses to the leader of the chorus of girls the hope that they will 
not suffer what marriage has brought her, vuv 6' &rrElpos Ei, and proceeds to illustrate the point 
by comparing the unmarried girl to a protected or untroubled young animal or blooming plant. 
This image seems to have been a TT'rOS of the wedding song. For example, Sapphofr. I04(a), 
whatever precisely the original text, probably compares or contrasts the separation of the bride 
from her mother with the life of pastoral animals. Later in the Trachiniai Deianeira as a bride is 
compared to a 6ropTis Epflia suddenly separated from her mother.53 In the Suppliants the 
Danaids call themselves (3 5 1-2) AUKosiCOKToV 0cS B(agicaAv ap. TrETpaliS TAllpaTols, and associate 
themselves with the sufferings of their ancestor, the TropTts Io (41), whom they twice call 
'mother'.54 To the pastoral scene of her sufferings they regard themselves as having returned.55 
Mention should perhaps also be made in this context of the image of the hawk preying on the 
nightingale (62) or dove (223-6; cf. PV 857). It is true that this image does not appear in the 
meagre remains of the ancient wedding-song; but it may be significant, in view of the 
demonstrable continuity of similar images in the wedding as well as of details of the ritual 
itself,56 that the image of the bird of prey catching a weaker bird (e.g. the partridge) is a feature 
of the Greek wedding-song in the mediaeval and modern period.57 

The grazing animal may have to face not only isolation and beasts of prey but also subjection 
by mankind. The verb 3EuyvupI, in active or middle form, is regularly used in tragedy to express 
what a man does to a woman in marrying her.58 Zeus in giving Thetis as wife to Peleus &vSpi 
8&auaarEv (II. xviii 432). OU'TCO, runs a bucolic simile, Kai vivpqa 8puaOeTo' aKaxoiTo (Theocr. 
8.9I). The Danaids compare themselves to a Bdu&Ais (see above), a word cognate with 6auac0co 
and applied to an animal (generally female) not yet tamed or subdued. At 144-53 they involve 
Artemis to help &6arilToS a6rnTal,59 and express the desire, as the offspring of Io, Euva& 
avSpc$v, E E, &yapiov a&Spaorov K(qPVYEV. They do not want to be the 8?xl7s60 of the sons of 
Aigyptos (335); and the threat of seizure makes them shout &a(va0al (905). The image of the 
murderous Danaids as nanctae vitulos leaenae (Hor. C. iii I 1.41) expresses not only savagery but 
also the reversal of the hymenaial image of the heifer subdued. 

When Deianeira praises the life of the unmarried girl, she alludes to the hymenaial imagery 
not only of the untroubled animal but also of the protected, flowering plant.61 We find plant 
images used on the one hand to praise bride or groom,62 and on the other hand, like the animal 
imagery, to express the negative aspect of the loss of girlhood: in Sappho a hyacinth trodden 

51 Su. 69-76; see also e.g. 748-9. 
52 141-9; Seaford (n. 33.) 
53 529-30; cf. also Lyk. Alex. Io2; E. IA o183-8, Hel. 

I476-8, Hek. 205-1O (cf. 90-I, 416-8, 526, 612); Pi. 
Isthm. 8.48. 

54 I4I, 539; cf. 5I, 275 This appeal (i) expresses the 
Danaids' claim on the Argives; (2) may express, 
according to the psychoanalytic analysis of R. S. 
Caldwell (in Arethusa vii [1974] 45-70), their desire for a 
'fantasised mother'; (3) is highly apt for their quasi- 
hymenaial position, particularly given the hymenaial 
To-rros of the heifer parted from her mother. Cf. also PV 
665 ff. 

55 40-56, 53 8-40, IO63-6. Cf. PV665 ff., where lo is 
forced out (cbedTv) of the parental home to become a 
heifer on the margins of the land. R. D. Murray, The 
motif of Io in Aeschylus' Suppliants (Princeton 1958), 
ignores the ritual dimension. 

56 Seaford (n. 33) esp. nos. IO, 14, 20, 24; F. 
Koukoules, BU3aNTIVCOV Bios Kai noAnTIMpcos (Athens 
1948-1955) iv 88-92, IOI-I9, I48-85. Politis (n. 2.) 57 Politis (n. 2) iii 283; L. M. Danforth, The death 
rituals of rural Greece (Princeton 1982), 1 4; E. Zakhos, 

Poesie populaire des Grecs (Paris 1966), 66, 132; cf. 
Alkmanfr. 82. 

58 E. Ba. 468, Phoen. 337, 1366, IA 698, Tro. 676, Alc. 
994; cf. S. Trach. 536; E. El. 99, Hipp. 549, Su. 822; and 
esp. S.fr. 583. Cf Xen. Econ. 7.II; A.R. 4.96; Suda and 
Hsch. s.v. '3uyov'; Ps. D.H. Epid. 262; etc. (Magnien [n. 
9] 130-I.) 59 

Cf. Timarete before her wedding dedicating her 
childish things to Artemis Limnatis, K6pal Kopa, cbs 
irltELKus (AP vi 280.3); Seaford on S. El. 1238-9 in CQ 
xxxv (I985), 321-2. The Danaids' devotion to Artemis 
(cf. e.g. 103 I) is of course not an explanation of their 
hostility to marriage (as believed by some) but a 
consequence of it. 

60 A word associated with 8&duvauaa (see FJW ad 
loc.). 

61 See Easterling ad loc.; Seaford (n. 33). 62 E.g. Sappho fr. II5, and II7A (Lobel-Page 
Addenda); Theocr. 18.30; Seaford (n. 33) 52 n. io; add 
E. Hipp. 630, Med. 23 (cf. 242); Greg. Naz. PG 37.1493 
v i86 Nvi.lpiov VlVEio0VTES OIK6rOTC pVEl KaACOt; Stud. 
Bizant. iv (Rome 1935) 234 vs. 29-30 and 235 v. 64. 
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down by TroiEVES ovSpEs, and an apple threatened by the VaXoSporrtlEs; in the Trachiniai a 
plant growing up Xcopoiclv a0oro0, protected from the weather; in Catullus a flower plucked 
from a sheltered garden.63 We should compare those epitaphs such as the one from Leontopolis 
(first century AD)64 in which the girl, buried in her wedding attire, was about to leave her 
father's house to be wed when cbs o66ov ?v KrlTrrco vo-riolv spocepaToil -rEOrIX6 / acpvi8icoCS PE 

cAapccv oiX)Tr' ic3v 'AiSrls. 
It is in the light of this tradition that we should understand the word cbpoSp6oro at 

Aeschylus Septem 333 (see below, ?12), as well as three passages from the Suppliants. Danaos, 
concerned with the possibility of male admiration in Argos, says of his daughters rTpEtv' 6orcpa 
8' EvqucAaKTrOS ouSapco.S. / OrlpES aE KTlpaivov lI Kai ppo-roi KTA. (998-9). And when the 
Danaids sing about the possibility of war, flxas 8' &veos aSpE-rrov EcTrco, pr6i' 'AppoiTras 
EvvaTCrp ppoTroolyos "AprI KEpaEtEV &coOV (663-6),65 the reference to Aphrodite implies the 
familiar idea that what warfare is for the young man marriage is for the girl,66 and therefore the 
hope in this case that the plucking of the bloom of youth can be avoided for both sexes. 

About their prospective Egyptian bridegrooms, on the other hand, the Danaids sing (104-6) 
iSkaoco (Zeus) 6' EiS [ppiv / pp6T'rov oiaC VE3lE167 Trurepiv / S1' a&ov yapov TrEOaAcxS. Normally 
the bridegroom is praised by a comparison with a plant (see above, n. 62). But here the 
comparison has been reversed to express female disapproval. I suspect that this kind of reversal 
derives from the amoebean form exemplified by Catullus 62, in which the male chorus respond 
to the girls' complaints (cruel Hesperus, the bride as a plucked flower) by praising Hesperus and 
comparing the bride to a vine needing the support of an elm. I will return to this point below. 

Many of the passages discussed, in the Suppliants and elsewhere, seem to impute brutality to 
the male. There are in fact scattered pieces of evidence for the expression of fear in the ceremony 
by the bride (see n. 3 above). Certain features of the fifth century BC Attic wedding ceremony 
(lifting the bride, Xi1p E-ri Kapwcot) have been interpreted as a rite of abduction.68 And in certain 
vase-paintings (notably an Attic skyphos of c. 430 BC) the abduction of an obviously reluctant 
Persephone by Hades in his chariot resembles the wedding scenes in so many respects that it has 
been suggested69 that her reluctance reflects a real-life marriage ritual, in which the bride may be 
imagined as a departing soul. If so, this is further confirmation of our view that the wedding was 
associated with death, and further light on the ease with which the death of the unmarried girl is 
imagined as seizure by Hades as husband (see above). 

The Danaids face abduction by the black70 Aegyptiads. They also describe themselves as 
lamenting, firstly in fear of being without qpAoi in Argos (69-76), and then again, following 
their description of the Aegyptiads as 0rU6pv Bt' &pov ya,pov TeeOacbS / BSuvTrapapouXAoiat 
9pEcaiv, / Kai Siavoiav pcxivoAiv / KEVTpOV EX)(CV aqUKTOV (see above), they continue71 TroauTa 
TraOEa pea epEop0va yco . .. 3vcaca y6otS pE Tip: that is to say, their lamentation for 
themselves as if already dead72 seems to emerge from consideration of the sexual aggressiveness 
of the Aegyptiads. KVTrpov (IIO) is an image of sexual desire, ambiguous here73 inasmuch as 

63 Sapphofrr. iosa, b; cf. Himerius ix i6 (Colonna); position as suppliant. 
S. Trach. I44-9; Catull. 62.39-47; Cf. e.g. Politis (n. 2) iii 69Jenkins (n. 3) I42. 
28I. 70 The emphasis (719, 745) on their blackness, as they 64 Peek (n. ii) I238; cf e.g. 1162.8, 80oi; Alexiou, approach intent on abduction, may connote death. If it 
(n. I2) I95. is thought that this can be no more than a realistic detail, 65 Cf. Pi. Pyth. 9.37 ?K ?EXcoV Kxlpal p?e?aS&a wroiav, cf. the black Egyptian Zeus-Hades gaining access to Io in 
109-I I XpvaoCrTepdvou BE oi 'Hpas Kaprrv 6v0&caavr' S. Inachos (Seaford in CQ xxx [1980] 23-9). And other 
drroS6pcai KTr. (Cf Carson in GRBS xxiii [I982] 121- references in Su. to black skin (of the Danaids) certainly 
8). connote death (154; Seaford, art. cit., 24; cf. also 785, 

66J._p. Vernant (n. 9) 23. 790-I, 778). 
67 Cf T'O y&p VE0C3OV KT-r. at S. Trach. 144 if. ( and n. 71 104-10 and I I2-I6: I omit the very corrupt line 

33 above). I I. 
68Jenkins and Sourvinou-Inwood (n. 3). It is 72 Cf. S. Ant. 805 if.; Seaford (n. 23) 254. 

interesting that at Iambl. Vit. Pyth. I8.84 certain rituals 73 As noted by FJW, who also suggest an allusion to 
to which the bride is subjected are explained by her Io. 
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EXcov can mean both 'feeling' and 'wielding'. &PUKTOV with its connotation of death74 provides a 
bridge between the demands of male sexuality (more specifically the phallic KEVTpov a&cpKTOV) 
and lamentation.75 In addition, the association of death (particularly of a virgin) with marriage 
sometimes extends to an assimilation of the destruction of the body to the first physical contact 
of the married pair.76 Accordingly, the Danaids' threat of suicide is presented as a preference not 
only for one husband (Hades) rather than another, but also for one kind of physical contact 
rather than another. For that seems to be the point of the corrupt lines 788-92 O0AoliI ' &av 
tpopaoipou / 3p6Xou TVXElVt v v capyavais, / Trpiv avSp' a&EUKTOV TOiS Xplt.gOpival Xpoi / 
-rp6-rap OavouvaaS [6'] 'AiBas 6avaroi.77 The basic meaning of capydvrl seems to be 'plaited 
work' (FJW). And so its point here may be to assimilate the noose to something woven or 
plaited78 which would touch, surround or clasp the head or body of the bride (the crown? the 
3cbvrl?). If this seems far-fetched, three considerations should be noted. Firstly, aapycvais is, as 
FJW argue, unlikely to be corrupt.79 Secondly, in a story told by Plutarch (Mor. 253d) a virgin 
undoes her 3cbvr and uses it to hang herself in order to avoid rape. This form of death is 
interpreted by Helen King80 as an inversion of marriage: the undoing of the girdle is associated 
with marriage, but hanging, unlike marriage, produces no bloodshed. Thirdly, there is a similar 
perversity in the stress laid on the fineness of the woven cloth in which Antigone is found hanged 
(S. Ant. 1222 Pp6XcoaI lITcb681 aIVS6VOS Kaex0rP vrlv), clasped by Haimon. Indeed, the 
presentation of the death of Antigone as a wedding, both in her passage to the Tr1upos-vuucpETov 
(89I) and in the messenger's narrative, is so pervasive that I believe that the attire in which she 
goes there, and with which she hangs herself, is bridal. Then as now in Greece, the unmarried 
might go to their tombs dressed for the wedding.81 

The association between marriage for a girl and death, based as it is largely on a manifold 
resemblance (details of the ceremonies, abduction by a male, fear of the unknown, etc.), 
facilitates the association here of the sexual aggression of the suitors with self-lamentation and 
death. If the ancient Greek wedding also sometimes included elements of lamentation, this 
would be one of a large number of points of continuity with the modern Greek wedding.82 An 
(apparently Hellenistic) epitaph83 speaks of a girl who neither came to the bridal chamber nor 
heard the wedding song, oU68 TEKVCOV yXuKEpov eOpfvov paCa -rEw'-rAots. Catullus in his free 
translation of Callimachus speaks ofthefalsae lacrimulae of brides, ubertim thalami quas intra limina 
fundunt.84 Proclus says that the wedding-song was sung KaTa Tr60ov Kai 3lrTlcaiv 'YPE- 
vaoou ... 6v (paai yruPavTa a6pavi yEvearOa.85 Hymenaios is often depicted in art with a sad 
expression.86 And he has a habit of turning wedding celebrations into funeral lamentations.87 
Pindar groups together three kinds of song for the ultimely deaths of, respectively, Linos, 
Hymenaios, 6v ev yapois Xpoio30pEvov [MoT6pa] crVUJpcorTOv XA3ev, EaXaT-ros prvoIaiv, and 

74 Cf e.g. Simon. 520 PMG 4; S. Ant. 361-2; Peek 
(n. II) I039.7, I593.1. 

75 Cf. Simon. (406-7 Page Epigr. Gr.) OtK TrtScbv 
vc91Eita AXXn KaTpfiV TOv ''iaPUKTOV / rFpyirTTroS oavOis 
(DEpoa96vrvS eaAocaov. And S. Ant. 788, 800 mention the 
inescapability of"Epcos in a context which combines the 
themes of marriage and death (cf. e.g. 804 TOv 

rrayKoiTav ... xeacaov). Cf E. Med. 53I, 634 (the 
acpuKTos arrows of love); also perhaps A. Su. 784. 

76 Cf E. Su. IOI9-30, Hcld. 913-5, Cyc. 515; Pi.fr. 
I39.6; cf. S. Trach. 662 (cf 833, 857-8, etc.); E. Hec. 366- 
8. CfJ also below on S. 0 T, Trach, Ant., and A. Ag. (?6). 77 The text as printed by FJW. With &vaacrro they 
compare 906 &vaK-Tac meaning husbands. Cf also 804-5 
(with KoiTa cf. e.g. S. Ant. 804, OC 1706; A. Ag. I494). 

78 Cf. TAEKTais at S. OT 1264 and plT-'bSE at S. Ant. 
1222 (see below). 

79 In fact the only plausible replacement I can think 
of is the slight change 3apyavais (occurs elsewhere only 
in Schol. Opp. H. i Ioo meaning Travia), which would 

in fact suit my argument somewhat better. ecavEiv for 
TUXEiV in 789 would remove all the problems noted by 
FJW, but the corruption would be hard to account for. 

80 Images of women in antiquity (London and Canberra 
1983; edd. Averil Cameron and Amelie Kuhrt) 118-21. 
See now also Nicole Loraux, Facons tragiques de tuer une 

femme (Paris 1985) 34-5, 4I-5, I05 n. I5. 
81 Peek (n. iI) 1238.3; E. Tro. 1218 ff. 
82 See e.g. Politis (n. 2) iii. 278-9; Danforth (n. 5I) 

74-9; Alexiou (n. 12) I20-2. 
83 Peek (n. I) 947: from the second or first century 

BC, provenance unstated. 
84 Catull. 66.16-7; cf. also 6 . 81 flet quod ire necesse 

est; etc. (nn. 2 and 3 above). 
85 Chrest. ap. Phot. Bibl. 239 (p. 321.30 Bekker); cf. 

also Tzetzes Chil. xiii 606 (the wedding-song sung by 
oa x6rTtuEvX6pvot &a&aviov -rrac-r8oS; cf. 600). 

86 Daremberg-Saglio (n. I4) s.v. 'Hymenaios', p. 
335. 

87 Alexiou-Dronke (n. 12) 830-7; cf n. 20 above. 
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Ialemos.88 It has been argued that this means that Pindar regarded these three kinds of song as 
various forms of the Opfvos.89 In a comparable focusing of the negative emotions of the 

wedding onto a mythical figure, the girls of Trozen cut their hair before their weddings (in 
mourning) and shed tears for Hippolytus.90 

The Danaids return to the association of the proposed marriage with death in the song that 
concludes the play: pri6' -rr' avayKas 'rEAoS Ae0oi KuOEpeiaS. 2-ryiIov rA0ol To6' &6Aov.91 

Marriage and death are both rETAr.92 The Danaids desire the TEros of this marriage (ifinevitable) 
to be the -rEAos of death. 

This final song, it is generally agreed, is divided between two parties. FJW have recently 
produced a very powerful case for assigning the other part to a chorus consisting not, as often 
believed, of the Danaids' maids, but of the Argive bodyguards. I would like to add the 

suggestion that the song is influenced by, and would evoke in the minds of the audience, the 

wedding song. The only surviving wedding song that consists of a dialogue between a male and 
a female chorus is the very Greek Catullus 62. But there are suggestions of the practice in the 

fragments of Sappho.93 And in one of the two surviving fragments of the Danaid trilogy itself 
there is mention of KopoI and Kopal singing the song sung on the morning after the wedding 
night (see below). 

In Catullus 62 the young men take up and reverse the themes of the girls' complaints (cruel 
Hesperus, the bride as a plucked flower), and thereby attempt to persuade them and the bride of 
the desirability of marriage (Hesperus is praised, the girl is like a vine needing support). 
Persuasion (Peitho) was according to Plutarch one of the deities needed by oi yaPouvrEs, the 
others being Zeus Teleios, Hera Teleia, Aphrodite, and Artemis.94 

Turning to the final song of the Suppliants we find that Zeus, Hera, Aphrodite, Artemis, and 
Peitho are in fact all mentioned within lines I030-41, along with Pothos and Harmonia. The 
Danaids have praised the fertility of Argos and then appealed to Artemis and rejected the T-rEos 
of Aphrodite (1023-33). The young men's response begins KC-rrpibos 5' OUK a&EX?AS E CrpOS 68' 

ECPpcov.95 cp6OS 6Oe is always taken to refer to the young men. But the possibility should be 
considered of at least a secondary reference to the Danaids. At 223 the Danaids are called EaPo6S 
cos TrEAElabcov. The young men may be almost playfully picking up the praise of fertility (see 
esp. 1028 TroX'TEKvo0) as an indication of the girls' interest in Aphrodite despite their explicit 
rejection at 103 I-2. This interpretation coheres well with the association by Aphrodite herself of 
the fertility of nature with marriage later in the trilogy (probably indeed in the act of persuading 
the Danaids of the desirability of a marriage: see below). And with the almost playful spirit cf. 
Catullus 62.43, where the young men say of the girls' complaints quid turn si carpunt tacita quem 
mente requirunt? 

The Argive soldiers then go on to praise Aphrodite and associate her with the other deities of 
marriage (see above). They also respond to the Danaids' association of the Te'Aos of marriage 
with death by observing, in the corresponding place in the verse,96 that the TEXEuTa97 of 

88 Fr. I28c Snell; with XpoY3oPEvov cf n. 76 above. 93 Frr. 27.10, 30.6-7, 43.8-9 L-P; A. P. Burnett, 
89 M. Cannata Fera in GIFC xi (1980) i8I-8; cf. Three archaic poets (London 1983), 218; see also Seneca 

Alexiou (n. 12)57-8. Med. Io8; Himerius Or. ix 2I; Procl. Chrest. ap. Phot. 
90 E. Hipp. 1425-9; Pausan. ii 32.1; 'Die Tranen, die Bibl. 239, p. 321 Bekker. There are choirs of youths and 

sie ihm weinten, flossen zugleich um Jenen Teil des maidens in the wedding procession in the Hesiodic Aspis 
eigenen Ich, der mit dieser Geste und an diesem Tage fur (276--84). 
immer ging' (W. Fauth, Hippolytus und Phaidra, Abh. 94 Mor. 264b; cf. also D.S. 5.73.24; Schol. Ar. Thesm. 
Ak. Wiss. viii [Mainz I959] pp. 392-3); cf. Wilamowitz, 973; Peitho and marriage: refs. in R. G. A. Buxton, 
Euripides Hippolytus, 27; Sechan in REG xxiv (i9ii), Persuasion in Greek tragedy (Cambridge 1982) 35 (add Pi. 
1I5 ff.; on the hair see Fauth 389-93. Pyth. 9.39; Himer. Or. ix, I9); Sourvinou-Inwood, 

91 1032-3; for text and interpretation see FJW ad loc. below p. I45f 
I discuss this song in more detail in the most recent issue 95 OEap6s mss.; for the case for EcrpOs see FJW. Cf. n. 
of Dioniso (in Italian). I o6. 

92 This point is made explicit by Artemidorus Oneir. 96 
I051-2; and note 1033 rTTAot= I05 I TrAE1. 

ii 49; cf. also U. Fischer, Der Telosgedanke in den Dramen 97 On the ambiguity of TrEEuTr& see nos. I6I, 197. 
des Aischylos (Hildesheim I965), 52, 56-57. 
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marriage has happened to many women in the past. The Danaids respond by invoking Zeus on 
their own side (1052-3) and rejecting persuasion (o055 o0u SE OyAyols av aeA,KTov; cf. I040 

OAEKTopi ntEeoT). Still, the girls do then admit that the mind of Zeus, which for the young men is 
associated with marriage, is obscure (I057-8), and the manner of their second appeal to Zeus to 
avert the marriage 'implicitly admits the existence of acceptable forms of yaaos'.98 

As in Catullus 62, the male chorus picks up and reverses what has been said by the female. 
But whereas in Catullus, as in a normal marriage, the male persuasion is imagined to be 
successful, in Aeschylus it is at best partially so, as we see more clearly of course in the sequel. The 
only Danaid to spare her husband is Hypermestra, who then, according to Pausanias (ii 2I.I), 
dedicated a temple of Artemis Peitho in Argos. The Suppliants ends on a note of anxiety99 
comparable to the ending of Agamemnon or Choephoroi, except that here the anxiety is enriched 
by the subtle evocation of a familiar process which would normally, outside the theatre, end 
with the acquiescence and incorporation of the bride. 

To the other two plays of the trilogy there are only two fragments which can be confidently 
assigned. One of them (43Radt) is transmitted as follows 

KaTrEiTa 6' Eili AacxIvrpov f7liou qpaos 
IcoS EyEipco TrpEViE eTi To0S vuV1piovs 

v6opotll Ov-Trov T'v K6pOIS TE Kal KOpCaS. 

Although the theme seems reasonably clear, the Cvievaios BtEyEpTiK6s sung the morning after 
the wedding night, the fragment appears badly corrupt. The replacement of ioai with EiTE and of 
eyEipco with ?yeipili (Wilamowitz) is an improvement; but the latter part of the fragment has 
remained obscure. We should read TrpEUPEVEYs Trots vvIipAiOIt v6 OOUSl?00 pEGeVTCo, and translate 
'and then when dawn arouses the radiant light of the sun, let them sing with the youths and girls 
songs to propitiate the bridegrooms'. Compare e.g. A. Pers. 609 TrTarpi (i.e. the dead Darius) 
TrpEulEveVs XoaS, Cho. 824 voaov pE0rCOolaopEv. When the KOpot and KopCa101 come to sing the 
BSIyEpTiKov, the bridegrooms will be dead, murdered by the brides, rather as in Euripides the 
girls come to sing a wedding song for the dead Phaethon which, because he has in fact just been 
killed, is soon followed by a lament.102 What is envisaged (by Danaos?) in this fragment is that 
the brides are to sing a song to propitiate103 the husbands they have murdered. Whether this is 
imagined as being sung alongside or instead of the SEyEpTiKo6V, the result is a fine example of an 
idea to which tragedy constantly returns: the often horrific contrast between songs opposed in 
mood. 104 

We do not know, of course, how the trilogy ended. One suggestion is that the confirmation 
of the institution of marriage was accompanied, perhaps as a means of reconciling women to 
marriage, by the foundation of a festival conducted by married women in the interests of 
fertility, the Thesmophoria. It has been pointed out that according to Herodotus the TEAETfl 
called EcapoqO6pia by the Greeks was brought from Egypt by the Danaids, and that the Danaids 

98 FJW ad 1062-7. I adopt their distribution of the p. 526, that aCv Kopols TE Kal Kopais was a stereotyped 
lines in this passage, which is in essentials certainly wish for children of the marriage. Cf. G. Lambia in AC 
correct. 55 (I986), 66-85, which appeared too late for consider- 99 A comparable point is made about the metre of ation here. 
the exodos by J. N. Rash, Meter and language in the lyrics 102 E. Phaeth. 227-44, 270 ff.; cf. IT 365-8, Tro. 
of Aeschylus' Suppliants (New York 1981), 194, 199: 35 -2; S. fr. 725; Alexiou-Dronke (n. 12) 833, 835. . . the [thematic] clash is summarised a final time in 103 Propitiation was a function even of the normal 
metrical form . . . The decisive "victory" of the lament: Alexiou (n. I2) 55, i82. 
Danaids' attitude is reflected ... by the appearance of 104 E.g. A. Ag. 707-1I, Cho. 342-3, Sept. 868-70, 
the lekythion which represents suicide, death, and 915-21, Pers. 605; S. Phil. 212-I9, fr. 86i; E. Alc. 760 
murder to come . .' (StCaa& 5' fv Ain KUVEiv), 922, Su. 975, Hek. 685-7, HF 100 One ms. (B) has vopuois (rather than vopoait). 75 -2, IT I85, 221-5, 365-8, Tro. 12i, 148-52, 336 (cf. 101 Interpretation of thefr. has been hindered in part 35I-2);fr. 122; Tr.fr. adesp. 663.16-18; cf e.g. Ov. Her. 
by the mistaken view, derived from the scholiast on 12.139-40; AP vii 7II. The contrast is particularly 
Pindar (Pyth. 3.27) who quotes the passage, and Hsch. ii effective if the songs also have elements in common. 



are independently associated with the watering of the Argolid.105 One further connection 
remains to be suggested. On the one hand the Thesmophoria is a festival in which, as in 
Aphrodite's speech in the Danaid trilogy (see below), agricultural fertility is associated with the 
fertility of women.106 But on the other hand the festival is characterised by an 'emphatic anti- 
sexual ethos' (abstinence, violence against male intruders),107 which can be seen as the negative 
side of its function as a fertility rite,108 and which may perhaps have been associated with the 
ethos and behaviour of the Danaids, particularly if they were eventually reconciled to marriage 
by Aphrodite's linking of marriage with the agricultural fertility produced by the union of 
heaven and earth (see below). 

This is of course speculative. But if there is any truth in it, it would exemplify a phenomenon 
found elsewhere in tragedy: the pitiable events of the play provide the aition for the negative 
tendency of a ritual. The most obvious example is from the Hippolytus: girls before their 
marriage will henceforth lament, for Hippolytus (see above). Less obvious is the Bacchae: the 
sufferings of Pentheus represent in an extreme form the sufferings of the initiand into the 
Dionysiac mysteries, which are founded at the end of the play.109 As for Aeschylus, the only 
genuine extant ending of a trilogy, in the Eumenides, is in this respect barely comparable: the cult 
of the Eumenides is founded in Athens. But it does provide a parallel to reconciliation of the 
defeated party by TrrEtOc and to the resolution of conflict in the foundation of a cult associated 
with the fertility of the land. On the other hand, a major objection to this view is that no 
evidence survives for a substantial connection between the Thesmophoria and marriage.110 I 
would like therefore to make another suggestion. 

Hyginus (273) mentions games at Argos founded by Danaos filiarum nuptiis cantu, unde 
hymenaeus dictus."11 Much in Hyginus derives from the tragedy.1l2 If the trilogy concluded 
with the institution of the wedding-song, perhaps in the context of a remarriage of the Danaids, 
this would be a good example of the kind of tragic aition just described. In the trilogy pitiable 
events and female reluctance and lamentation are expressed in songs which resemble formal 
wedding-songs. The antithetical character of these songs, which arises naturally out of the story, 
may, in the context of the successful hymenaial transition at the end of the trilogy and the 
foundation of the formal wedding-song, have been adduced to explain the antithetical character 
of the formal wedding song. 

The case for supposing that the remarriage (with Greeks this time) was represented, or at 
least prepared for, at the end of the trilogy is much stronger than is realised by those who support 
it. 1"3 This is because a remarriage provides such an excellent context for the only other fragment 
that certainly belongs to the trilogy (44Radt), in which Aphrodite describes the action of pcos in 
uniting heaven and earth and thereby producing the fertility that benefits mankind. She 
concludes SEVBpCorts (cpa 8' EK VOTi3ovTOS y6dpou / 'ATE6S ECTI. TCV 8' Eycb wrapai-ios (the 
textual problem does not affect my point). This time, as opposed to the ending of the first play of 
the trilogy, the persuasion, uttered by the goddess herself, is successful. The presence of 

105 Hdt. ii 171; Hes.fr. I28 M-W; D. S. Robertson in 110 Although cf. Robertson (n. I05) 53, who cites 
CR xxxviii (1924) 5I-3; Thomson (n. 46) ch. i6. The Call. Hymn Dem. i9; V. Aen. iv 58; Calvus ap. Serv. ad 
Thesmophoria was apparently first suggested in 1838 by Aen. iv 58; Plut. Mor. I38b. Cf. Od. XXiii 296. And the 
A. Tittler (Garvie [n. 45] 227). participants in the Thesm. are (mainly or) entirely 

106 See e.g. Nilsson, Geschichte der Griechischen married women: Parker (n. 107) 83; Detienne (n. 9) 76- 
Religion3 i 465. It is interesting in this connection to 82; Burkert (n. 107) 242. 
consider the mss. reading Eacr6os at A. Su. I1034. 111 Cf. Pi. Pyth. 9, where the Danaids' (second) 107 R. Parker, Miasma (Oxford I983) 8I; W. Bur- husbands are chosen by an athletic contest (also in 
kert, Greek religion (translation, Oxford i985) 244; Pausan. iii I2.2; Apoll. Bibl. ii I.5). The disappearance of 
Detienne (n. 9) 78-8I. Hymenaios on his wedding night is associated with 

108 'The ritual focusses attention on the idea of Argos at Tzetz. Chil. xiii 599; schol. II. xviii 493; etc. 
productive sexual union by a paradoxical temporary (Roscher, Lex. Myth i 2801). 
insistence on its opposite' (Parker [n. 107] 83). 112 E.g. for a detail of Aeschylus' Lykourgos trilogy 109 Seaford in CQ xxxi (I98I); cf. also E. Med. I382 preserved only in Hyginus see D. F. Sutton in RSC xxiii 
with A. Brelich, Paides e Parthenoi (Rome I969); and IT (I975) 356-60. 
I454, 1459 with Brelich 242 if. 113 Listed by Garvie (n. 45) 226. 
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Aphrodite even at the ordinary weddings of mortals is imagined by, among many others, 
Sappho, and in the rT6TOt prescribed by Menander Rhetor;l14 her characteristic role is to 
persuade the bride or to bring her to the groom.115 We sometimes find Aphrodite depicted with 
the bride in classical Attic vase-painting.116 And the role of sexual union in the cosmos and in 
nature, for example in the union of heaven and earth, was a TOTroS at least of the later wedding 
ceremony.117 

We may now return to the problem of the motivation of the Danaids, which can be seen in a 
new light. Given that their attitude and actions exemplify that apparently fascinating disruptive 
victory of the negative over the positive tendency in marital ritual that is a general feature of 
tragedy, the theme of endogamy is particularly well chosen as an agent of the disruption. It is not 
that a man claiming a bride under the law of the heiress might do so with a special degree of 
selfish and dominating urgency, conceivable though this is. More important is the motivation 
made explicit in 33 5-9: 

Xo. cbs Pi ylvcopCia Spaoil Aiy'rrTTou yevEi. 
Ba. TT6TEpa KCT' XEOpav il TO p(j p OE1S AEyEIS; 
Xo. TiS 5' cv liAouS COVOITO ToyS KEKTPrlEVOUS; 

Ba. aOivos pEv OUTCOS PJI1OV aUOtETal [ poToiS. 
Xo. KaOi 5aUCyXOUiVTCOV y' Eupapns &iraAAay?. 

At 337 the mss. have CNVOITO, and editors are divided between 6VOITO and CbVOITO. FJW print 
(piAoua' OVOITO, with a lacuna of two lines after 3 37 to account for OVTCrO in 3 3 8. But with this 
one might expect the singular TOV KEKTr11JVOV. And (pAours cbvoTro makes good sense without 
the need for a lacuna: 'who would buy (cf. e.g. E. Med. 232-4) q)iAoi as masters?', implying (in 
response to 336) paradoxical EXOpa against pAoio, 'kin', who would normally also be 'dear'.118 
Now whatever the truth of this much disputed problem, it is undisputed that 3 3 8 is an argument 
in favour of the marriage. But if so, then the Danaids' reply (339) must express agreement with 
and development of Pelasgus' observation; 119 and so it cannot refer, as Garvie would have it, 
simply to the ease with which Pelasgus can abandon the Danaids.120 The &aTraAAayl must rather 
be a feature of the marriage, clearly divorce.'21 The objection that 'divorce would be the very 
thing that the Danaids would presumably want'122 has no weight, for it is perfectly consistent 
for a woman to point to the ease with which she may be abandoned (and thereby perhaps 
isolated and disgraced) as one of a number of objections to entering on a marriage, particularly if 

114 
Sappho fr. 194 Voigt (Himer ix 4); Men. Rhet. 

412.12 EiKOS wrapevaI ... ,407.7 (cf. 404.19-25, 406. 9- 
24); Dracontius 6; etc. (Reitzenstein in Hermes xxxv 
[1900] 97-9). 

115 e.g. Men. Rhet. 407.7; Claudian x 251-85; Stat. 
Silv. i 2; etc. (Reitzenstein [n. 14] 97-9); cf. E. Hipp. 553 
(at the 'wedding' of Herakles and lole) 'AAKUpvaS T-r6KCI 

Ki-Trrpi E6iC0KEV. Beazley ARV2 1317.1 and 1317.3 
both probably depict a bride with Aphrodite and Peitho 
(cf. also e.g. 1325.27, 1328.99). Cf E. Hel. 1120-1 

(quoted n. 191 below). 
116 

E.g. Bcazlcy, ARV2 1126.6, 1133.196. 
117 Men. Rhct. 401, 408.13-T9; Ps. D.H. Epid. 262; 

Himcrius ix 8; etc. (Rcitzenstcin In. 1141 97-9). If it 
dates back to the fifth century, then Aphrodite's speech 
might even have been prcscntcd as an aition for it. Cf. 5 
(Antigone); Procl. Tim. iii 176. 9-3o Dichl 6 5i 
(Heaven-Earth union the first ya6pos, etc.) KCti oi 0ecTpoi 
Triv 'AOrvaicov Ei6oTrE TrpocTTaTrTov oupavcli Kai yTii 
TrpoTEAeh v TOUS yapous. 

118 Perhaps also therefore TO pin eE.lS: see in detail G. 
Thomson in Eirene ix (1971), 25-30 and (n. 46) 302-6, 
45o. There is no substance in the objection of FJW that 
'qiAous can hardly mean "relation", as the idea of 

intermarriage is not alluded to until 387 ff.' (it is 
mentioned there by Pelasgus!). They also object to 
CovoiTO by comparing 202; but the Danaids need not 
have been penniless in Egypt. 6vocial does not seem to 
occur elsewhere in Attic (though cf v. 10). 

119 Denniston, The Greek particles2 157-8; KCi.. . yE 
is found in the play also at 296, 313, 468. 

120 (n. 45) 220; similarly FJW ad loc., who find an 
implausible link with 338 in the idea of male domina- 
tion, which both gives the husband power and allows 
Pelasgus to abandon the Danaids easily! FJW also object 
that SucrruxolvTcov should refer to their present misfor- 
tune, and that it is hard to sce 'what sort of misfortune 
they can envisage as inducing their cousins to dissolve 
the union'. But the point is that the Danaids seem to 
envisage their present misfortune, isolation and hostility 
as continuing into the marriage. 

121 So Tucker, Headlam, Thomson, etc.; cf. Page on 
E. Med. 236, Stevens on E. Andr. 529. 

122 Garvie (n. 45) 220; similarly FJW ad loc.; this 
pseudo-problem prompts J. K. Mackinnon (CQ Ixxi 
[1978] 78) to take the line as an indignant question 
implying that divorce is not easy. 
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it is a specific response to the specific point made by Pelasgus. Another objection, that the 
Danaids' murder of their husbands is even more disreputable than divorce,123 is equally 
irrelevant, as it ignores the Danaids' various possible motives for the murder, e.g. resistance to 
defloration, revenge, certain and immediate freedom from the Aegyptiads. If 338 refers to the 
accumulation of property within the household by kinship marriage,124 then it coheres very 
well with our reading not only of 337 but also of 339. For a girl who marries one of her father's 
kinsmen will of course encounter loyalty between them and her husband. She will be without 
separate kinsmen of her own to support her in a conflict.125 Hence perhaps the particular aptness 
of the plural 9i&ous ... KEKTIrieVOVs. Furthermore, a dowry normally protected a woman from 
easy divorce, because it had in Attic law to be returned, in the event of a divorce, to her former 
kyrios.126 However, 'the epikleros had no such leverage; she could not take her fortune and 
return to her former kyrios, for it was to him that she was married'.127 She was therefore in an 
exposed position. 'The epikleros was in a sense an heiress, in that the estate always passed to the 
oikos of which she was a member; but the property was her husband's, and the only check upon 
her husband's ability to spend it was the danger of a lawsuit when her children came of age and 
took it over.'128 Vulnerable in these and various other ways, the epikleros was in fact put under 
the protection of the archon.129 But of course this civilised protection by the Attic state was not 
imagined as available to the Danaids. Indeed, the Danaids, not unlike Orestes in the Oresteia, 
represent the kind of problematic case which required, historically, the intervention of the state 
in an area originally regulated by the kin. 

What this problematic case means for the Danaids is an enhanced degree of the isolation and 
subjugation associated even with the unproblematic marriage. The normal bride in moving 
from one household to another is resentful, but she nevertheless preserves with the family she has 
left links which will re-emerge to support her in the event of divorce or conflict with her 
husband or his family.130 But the epikleros cannot look to any such support (and her mother's 
kinsmen do not of course even belong to her former oTKoS). To put it another way, the epikleros 
does in a sense fail, in her marriage, to make the marital transition to another family; she remains 
in her own family,132 but in a role even more isolated and subordinate (337 KEKTTlnAEvous) than 
that of the normal bride in her new family. 

This does not mean that the play is about the problems of the ErriKArlpoS. There is, for 
example, no mention (except perhaps at 979) of an inheritance to be transmitted by the Danaids. 
The vulnerable isolation of women married to their agnatic cousins is alluded to only at 33 5-9. 
This anomaly does however play a subtle role in the victory of the negative tendency in the 
marriage ritual. In the other examples discussed in this article, the victory is effected by a factor 
external to the marriage itself (another woman, Creon's edict, etc.). In the Suppliants on the 
other hand, as in the normal wedding, the negative tendency derives entirely from the bridal 

123 Mackinnon (n. 122) 77. 
124 Thomson (n. I8) 29, compares Pi. Isthm. 3.2 and 

E. El. 427. 
125 Thomson (n. 118) 29 cites Plut. Mor. 289e (the 

Romans, unlike the Greeks, prohibit such marriages) i-, 
TroAACoV por0leov TOxS yvvaTKaS 6pCovTE5 61' &aoOvEtav 
8EopivcaS, otUK i3poiAovTro TOS EyyVS yEvous acvoIKi3tiv, 
6TTcoS, av otl v56pts &SKoctv CauTas, oi rvyyeveTi 
por10Coltv. And cf. the protection offered by the Attic 
state (together with 6 13poUA6Ovos): n. 129 below. 

126 See e.g. D. M. Schaps, Economic rights of women in 
ancient Greece (Edinburgh 1979), 76. Add Isaeus iii 28, 6 
EyyVcov would have wanted a receipt for the dowry Iva 
p ?Ti ?KEtiVCOI yEVOITO PO[a6ico &TTraXAATTETOCXa, 7OTTTE 

poUAi'.iTO, TrS yvwaKos. 
127 

Schaps (n. 126) 26. 
128 

Schaps, (n. 126) 57; cf. 27-8. 
129 

Schaps (n. 126) 38; he notes that the archon has 

power over all possible abuses to which epikleroi were 
subject. Cf. also Ar. Ath. Pol. 56.6; Suda, Harpokr. s.v. 
'Kc<Kcbccos'; A. R. W. Harrison, The law of Athens i 
(Oxford 1971) 43. It was made easy for 6 pou6AopEvos to 
bring an EcaayyeAia KonCOCTEOS against the husband of 
an epikleros. 

130 Cf the loyalties of the wife reverting to her old 
household in myth (Althaia, Psyche, Eriphyle). 

131 It is interesting in this connection that no 
mention is made in the play of Danaids' mother(s); 
although they do claim kinship with the Argives 
through their ancestress lo, whom they call 'mother' 
(I5-I8, 5I, I4I, 533, 539). They also appeal more than 
once to their immortal ancestor (on the maternal side) 
Zeus, who is however associated with marriage: note 
their quandary at 1057 (cf. 40 ff., 1035, I051, 1062-7). 

132 On this point see esp. J.-P. Vernant, Myth and 
thought among the Greeks (London 1983) I43-6. 
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perception of the groom and of the transition.133 But how then in the Suppliants can the 
negative tendency credibly prevail? Largely because the Danaids and their cousins are exotic 
semi-barbarians in a mythical era. By itself, however, this exotic factor is no more than a simple 
reversal in fantasy of Greek norms.134 Whereas the endogamous isolation of the woman, with 
which it is combined, is both familiar to the Greeks and ideally suited to heighten the fears and 
reluctance of the bride. 

C. THE DEATH OF THE WIFE 

55. Deianeira. The anxiety of the bride at isolation and loss of the bloom of youth (nos 1-3 
above) is expressed also in Sophokles' Trachiniai (I4I-9). Deianeira's negative emotions at her 
marriage persist into her married life,135 firstly because of her husband's absence on his labours, 
but then through her own fatal mistake, with the result that finally she complains that she is 
pEilprl, makes up the marriage bed, gets into it, addresses bed and vuiq(p6Ta, undoes her rn'rr?Xo5, 
and plunges a sword into herself.136 The word ?p#iwT has earlier been used to describe the 

position of Deianeira as a bride, isolated from her kin but not yet incorporated into her new 
home.137 As I have argued in detail elsewhere,138 Deianeira never achieves the EuSaitovia of 

incorporation. The negative tendency in the rite of passage has emerged as a reality, the actual 
isolated death of Deianeira. 

?6. Eu8aliovia is also denied, of course, to Oedipus andJokasta. There is a sense in which their 

marriage only appeared to be properly completed. Teiresias predicts to Oedipus (S. O T 420-3): 

3oris 6' TTS arf iwToos OUK EcrrT AI tpiV; 
troTos Kilaipcov oul o auJqpcovos Trdaa, 
OTaV KaTOaiOri TOV UpEvatov yV 6piois 
avoppov Eioi'ETAEEvoasc EU'rroias TU-rvxv; 

Dawe prints a lacuna after 422. This is unnecessary. The ellipse would be acceptable given the 
familiarity of the processional wedding-song and perhaps also of nautical imagery surrounding 
the wedding procession.139 Familiar too is the idea that the joyful wedding-song will be 
replaced by the cry of suffering, p3oi, a word which can also refer to songs ofjoy (E. El. 879; Pi. 
Nem. 3.67; Ar. Ran. 212). Even the expression rrotos Kilaipcov oiX'i cuapqcovos; may have its 
equivalent in what is sung or said at the wedding.140 And when the truth is revealed, Jokasta, 
intent on suicide, i?T' EiU p Trpos Ta VUlqIKa AEXrI (1242-3) and yoaTo 6' EUV&S, 6vea 8uCTorrvos 
KTA. (I249). Oedipus, finding her hanged, 8eslva ppuxrQeis TraXas, xaXal KpEpacaTrV apT-vrlV. 
TrIri 86 yit EKEITO rTAfiPOV (1265-7), he puts out his eyes with her brooches, giving as he does so 

his reasons. The narrative continues: 

1275 ToIOUT' pIU(pvVCOV TTroAAKIS TE KOUX aWlTa 
fIpaa'" 1 ETE1p?V P3X(papa, qoivial 8' 6jOpO 

133 In this respect the remark of FJW (40) that the 
play is the earliest known text in European civilisation 
to have dealt with the problem of the arranged marriage 
is misleading to the extent that it ranges the Danaids 
along with the bride forced to marry someone she does 
not love, usually to the exclusion of the man she does 
love. Such a bride has feelings opposite to what we 
imagine to be the normal bridal ones ofjoy, love for her 
groom, affection for her parents; whereas the feelings of 
the Danaids are an intensification of normal bridal ones 
(attachment to father, resentment, fear of isolation and 
of male domination, etc.). Hence, incidentally, the 
problem of Danaos, who though sympathetic to his 
daughters neither asserts his paternal rights nor even 
expresses great hostility to the marriage (see FJW 35-6, 
who offer a different solution): he is in these respects just 

like the father of a normal bride. Cf. Sourvinou- 
Inwood, below p. I43f. 

134 Cf. e.g. the Amazons. Even the Lemnian women 
require an external stimulus (as of course does Lysis- 
trata). 

135 Esp. 6OKVO, uncertainty: 7, I8I; cf. 37. 
136 904--31; Seaford (n. 33). 
137 530; cf. S. Ant. 887; E. Andr. 854-5, Tro. 563-5, 

IA 1314; John Chrys. PG Ixii 386. 138 (n. 33); cf.: II. 
139 See ?ga. The rare word Ei rr\Aoia occurs also at A. 

Su. Io45, again in the context of a disastrous marriage. 140 Ps. D.H Epid. 271 (Rademacher); Men. Rhet. 
399.29, 404.17; Catull. 64.35-42; Hes. Aspis 284-5; 
Xen. HG iv I.9; D.S. xiii 84. I-3 (Tim. FGrH 566 F 26); 
Sapphofr. 44V 13-14. 
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yXfvai yEvei' 'ETyyov, oU58' viEacav 

96vou iuUcbaaS acrayovaS, &AA' 6oiou pXAaS 

op?Spos xaXa3fi aiiarr6os a' E-ryyETo. 
1280 T-ra' EK [suoiV EppcoyEv o0 t''6vou KaKa, 

CaAx' dvSpi Kai yuvalKi avupiyfq KaKa. 
6 wrrpiv wTrAaioS 6' 6AX3os fv TrapOlOE pEV 

6OpPos 8KaicoS. VUv &E T-rqlSE 0j6pipai 
CTrEvaypl6, KrTX. 

pupvc7ov (1275) imparts a suggestion of ritual song, thereby reminding us of Teiresias' 

prophecy at 420. 141 And there runs through the narrative the suggestion of sexual union, of a re- 
enactment of the &yapos yaPos (1214): in the vuptlPKa AXrn, in XaXa&,142 in EKEITO, in 
wro?AaKIS rE KOUX a&-TwaT fpaCarE, and in particular in 1278-81: a shower of blood comes (no 
longer in separate drops but) all at once; the metaphorical Eppcoyev then proceeds naturally from 
the reality, as it too can refer to an outburst of liquid (a cloudburst, tears).143 Given the 
association between rain and semen,144 together with the description of what has burst forth as 
avSpi Kai yuvatKi avcuuly KaKa(, the suggestion of sexual union seems to me inevitable, 

particularly as CTupIpEyvupu is a standard word for it. It is a pity that in his recent commentary 
Dawe not only fails to rectify the Victorian Jebb's omission of this point, but even removes one 
element in it by replacing the transmitted EK SuoTv by Pearson's EiS SuoTv ... Kapa.145 Finally, 
the oApos brought to Oedipus by his marriage, and which has now changed into its opposite 
(I282-4), may in this context suggest the doomed pcaKapiapo6s of the wedding ceremony (cf. ?7 
and ?I2).146 

Two further points can be made in support of this conclusion. Firstly it has been reached 

quite independently of Freud's view of the self-blinding of Oedipus as a symbolic self-castration 
in which the eyes represent the genitals.147 I am not concerned with the truth or falsity of this 
view.148 More to my point is the evidence adduced in its support by Devereux for the Greek 
association of eye and penis.149 

Secondly we have already noted in various passages of tragedy that unity of opposites which 
associates the destruction of the body with the first physical union of the married couple (?4 and 
n. 70 above). Particularly relevant here is the death of Haimon over the body of the hanged 
Antigone (S. Ant. I237-4I):150 

... TrcCpEVCOl wrpOCTrTUOcE-cTai, 

Kai qualicv 6oeCav EKpaAAEt poohv 
AXUKfl TrapElal 9oiViO ora\ayliaoT-os. 
KETC-al & VEKpOS Trrpi VEKpCol, Ta VUppIKa 

rTeAr AaXcXv SEiXaltoS ev "Atiou 66 oios.151 

141 
PpuxreEis (1265) on the other hand denotes an 

unrestrained noise associated with animals, and is used 
of Deianeira when she feels again the negative emotion 
of her wedding (S. Trach. 904; cf. 1071-2; Seaford 
[n. 33]). 

142 Cf e.g. Od. xi 245; E. Tro. 50I, 665; Plut. Lyk. 
15; and esp. S. Trach. 924. At Plut. Mor. 253d a virgin 
undoes her 3cbvrl and uses it as a noose for herself: this is 
interpreted by Helen King as an inversion of marriage 
and death (see ?4 and n. 80). 

143 Plut. Fab. I2; Ar. Nub. 378; Philostr. Im. ii 27; cf. 
West in BICS xxviii (1981) 68 on KaTappijyvuPi; 
S. Trach. 852, 919. 

144 Fertilising rain in e.g. A. fr. 44R (see above); 
5p6ocos can mean drizzle as well as semen (Dover on Ar. 
Nub. 977; Callim. fr. 260.19); the same association 
between rain, blood, and semen occurs also at A. Ag. 

1388-92 (see below). 
145 Better at the end of the verse would be povoupEva 

(Bruhn, Wilamowitz), p6vou KarTa (Jebb), po6vas Kara 
(Bruhn; cf. Thuc. i 32.5, 37.4; P1. Leg. 873d). 

146 Also 1195; and e.g. E. Andr. 1217 PX'lTTV 85 a' ?v 
ydauotiv oAv3tpoav OEoi; Seaford (n. 33) 55; cf n. 5 above. 

147 The interpretation of dreams (1935) 398. 
148 Though cf. the striking evidence adduced in its 

support by Devereux in JHS xciii (1973), 36-49. Cf 
R. G. A. Buxton inJHS c (1980) 25. 

149 Devereux (n. 148) 42, and Dreams in Greek 
tragedy, 33-6; notably representation of phalloi with 
eyes, and PV 654. 

150 Cf also Trach. 917-18, 924, 931, etc. (Seaford 
[n. 33], 57-8). 

151 Cf. also 1205 vvUpT0ov, 1207 T-raTaSCa, etc., and 
I above. 
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The same T'rroS is found also at A. Ag. 1389-92: 

KiC&Kqvanicv 6Coov aCIparoS c(pcayiV152 
pa3AXEl p' ipEpvii oaK<dsl qpoivias sp6cov, 
Xaipouocav oUS6Ev fiaov l 65ioca56OTo 
ydavEl orroprlTr KaXUKOS EV XOXE.?UCpaaV. 

The similarity of wording with the death of Haimon is clear enough. And as in the blinding of 

Oedipus, the comparison involves three terms: the blood is explicitly compared with rain, 

implicitly with semen.153 The association of (S16c6oToS) rain with semen is implicit in the idea 
of the sexual union of Heaven and Earth, as in Aphrodite's speech from the Danaid trilogy (fr. 
44R; see above): . . . olp3pos 

' 
aTr' EuivaTlpos oupavou IrrEacTv / EuaCE yaiCav. fi 6E -riKTETai 

K-r. And this idea seems to have been a commonplace of the wedding ceremony, at least in 

antiquity. 154 

?7. Euadne in Euripides' Supplices, dressed as a bride, sings a song which explicitly recalls her 

marriage and is itself suggestive of the wedding-song, and envisages her proposed suicide on the 

pyre of her husband Kapaneus as an erotic union. So much is clear enough, and well described by 
Collard.155 But certain further details in which the scene evokes the wedding remain to be 

exposed. 
(a) As Euadne first appears the chorus refer to the tomb of Kapaneus; Kai ,i)v eaAapxaS rdTaS' 

Eaopc7 68i / Kacrravcos S 8 I Tujppov 0' iEpov (980-I). Nowhere else, so far as I know, does 9aXaPjirl 
have any connection with death. Perhaps then it has here displaced edAaXaos,'56 which is 
elsewhere exploited for its ambiguity between tomb (or underworld) and marriage- 
chamber. 57 

(b) Collard seems to me almost certainly right to suggest that the corrupt lines 992-3 
ac-rra6' iv' coKUeoa viupaqi / iWTrrrrouvoi 6t' 6p9vaiaS are a reminiscence of the torchlit wedding 

procession (of Euadne and Kapaneus). If so, then the point of cKuo6ai,l58 which refers to the 

(presumably joyful) urgency of the procession,159 is an implicit association with the speed with 
which Euadne has now left her home (Iooo Spop&s, I039 Trrwn'acra). There is a comparable 
irony in Iole as Eo& vipqpa at S. Trach. 857 (see ?I i). And it is interesting that although she lives of 
course in her husband's house (I097-8), she in fact leaves, as in her wedding, the house of her 
father (I038-42, 1049). Similarly, the torches which contributed so much to the splendour of a 

wedding are associated with the fire in which she and her husband are now to be consumed.160 

(c) The word T-EAvrda, with which Euadne describes her approaching death, is commonly used 
of the wedding. Compare the same ambiguity at A. Ag. 745 yacpou -rKpas TArEuErTa (see below 

?9c).161 
(d) After remembering her wedding 

152 cQpayiv has been widely suspected. Fraenkel's 
payiv is in fact supported by the erotic undertone, 
which he ignores (see above on 0 T I279 EppcoyEV; West 
in BICS xxviii [1981] 68). 6otiav then has a special 
point, because a xbayi may be yAuKvmrrKpoS (of semen) 
or painful (of blood). Cf. the similar common use of 
TTIKpoS (esp. Seaford on Cyc. 589). 

153 The erotic undertone of this passage of Ag. has 
always seemed to me clear, ignored though it is by the 
commentators. I now find it argued in detail by J. L. 
Moles (LCM iv 9 [19791 179-89), who points to the 
sexual occurrences of Bp6oos and 3adAAco, etc., but 
ignores the same TO-Tros in S. Ant. and 0 T, as does G. J. 
P. O'Daly (Mus Helv. xlii [I985] 8) who is also I think 
mistaken in regarding XoXievpacav (1393) as ruling out 
erotic associations. 

154 See n. 117 above. 
155 Commentary ii (Groningen 1975) p. 358, Su. 99o- 

I030, 1063-7I. Cf. also n. 76 above. 
156 For the reverse displacement see E. Ba. 95, 561. 

IaaKaptlalos (996-8 iro6Ai "Apyovs &aoiSta 
157 S. Ant. 947, 804 (cf. S. Trach. 913, El. 190; Seaford 

[n. 59] 318); cf. E. Su. 1022. Even if we keep ea;Apas, 
there would surely be a play on eaOAaos (cf. Collard). 

158 Collard notes in his comm. that this word is 
transmitted paroxytone, incorrectly if the adj. is nom. 
plur., but perhaps a sign that the dat. sing. was at one 
time understood. 

159 Cf Sapphofr. 44V II, 23(?); this does not mean 
that it was joyful for the bride! E. Hel. 724 Tpoxadcov 
describes running quickly beside the bridal chariot. 

160 I002 iTup6O (rupas Bothe) <pCs Ta'pov TE =i TO 

qpco y?CpoI TE, I119, 1029, 107I, also IoIO-II. Perhaps 
this association of celebratory and destructive fire gives 
point to her opening question Ti piyyos, TIV' acyAav 
KT7.; (cf. Tro. 319-21 Eyco 5' rri ydaiPois potS / 
&vaq^Ayco Trrvpobs qos / is aciyv, 'S aTyAav). 

161 Also n. 197 and ?8 (Medea) below. TE'EuTra of 
wedding also at A. Su. Io0o; Pi. Pyth. 9.66; Od. i 249- 
50=xvi 126-7, xxiv 126. 
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eljSaploviaS eTripycoA)e), Euadne expresses the desire to end her E,ppoXeos pioToS and acik)vos 
TTOVOUS (1003-5). Collard rightly calls this latter phrase an exaggeration ('Ev.'s whole life has 
not been full of rr6voi, but only since the recent death of Cap.;'). His explanation is that it is 'to 
suit the sententia Ioo6-8'. But in fact we should see it in the context of the failed wedding 
IpaKapicapoS. The ipaKapi6o'6S, employing the words pacKap, 6Ap3tos or EuSaipcov, bestows 

permanent felicity.162 But of course permanent happiness in life can never be safely predicted. 
There can be no foolproof paKaplacP6os.163 As Solon said to Croesus (Hdt. i 32.7), you can call 
someone ElTUtJXis before he dies but not 6A3ipos; the latter depends on a successfully completed 
lifetime, aicbv (32.5). Despite earlier appearances, the aicbv of Euadne has turned out to be one of 

suffering. In the opening lines of Sophokles' Trachiniai Deianeira refers to the saying that you 
cannot evaluate somebody's aicbv until he is dead; she on the other hand knows already that hers 
is bad, and goes on to explain how her married life has been one of constant suffering.164 Despite 
the sometimes apparently joyful tone of Euadne's song, she too, no less than Iokasta and 

Deianeira, has failed to complete the hymenaial transition to Eaciatpovia, with the result that her 
actual death is now imagined as a re-enactment of the wedding.'65 Albeit in her case all that 
comes between husband and wife is the death of the husband. 

?8. In despair at Jason's intention to marry Glauke, Euripides' Medea expresses a desire for 
death. The chorus reply as follows (I48-53): 

aiES, c) ZEU KaC ra KOCi q)os, 

x6(av o'lav 6ucrTavos 
piATres vuppa; 
Tis Ooi TTOTE TaS clT-Ac-TO 

KoiTras pos, CA) paTaa; 

cTr6urE1S OavaTo'J TEAEurTav; 

Four factors combine here to suggest the death-wish of a bride. 

(a) As we have seen in Euripides' Suppliants and will see in Aeschylus' Agamemnon, the word 
T-rEXErT, like -reAos, is associated with the completion inherent in marriage as well as the 

completion inherent in death.166 We find the same ambiguity indeed later in the Medea ( 388 
TrlKpas TEAEUTa'S TCO)V 'Ec60v yapcov i5cv). 

(b) Tras aTr\aTou KOiTaS Epos expresses the familiar association of marriage-bed and death- 

bed.167 
Consider in this context the words of the nurse in the prologue (39-41) EIWacivcA TE viv / PnT 

e1-KTOV ckr1I paryavov 61' fiTraTos / aiyti 56nous ?a3a' Tv' eaTpTal AeXos, in a passage 
which is generally condemned. For example Dindorf, followed by Page and by Diggle, brackets 
38-43. The main reason168 for doing so is the repetition (with i) for ,p and owcrco for 6oarji) of 
40-I at 379-80, in the deliberations of Medea on revenge. But the interpolation seems to me 
much more likely at 379-80. If so, the original text there ran 

376 ToAAas 5' 5XOEUCoa eavacyipouS aU-rTOS 65ovs, 
OUK oT8' 6rToiai TrrpCoTrov Ey'XEp, (pi'at. 

378 w6OTepov u(Jp)cA) 5cO.pIa Vp(Jl)IKOV TUJpi; 

381 i AAO' EV Ti poit TrpOCaaVTES. E?i ArpOnlaopait 

56poious VTrepPaivouova Kai TEXVCOpIEV1 

Oavov'ca eO'aoco roTs EJpoTS EXepoTS yEAcov. 
162 See e.g. Ar. Ran. 1182-6, and in general D. 167 Seaford (n. 23) 251; cf. Med. 1 85' Ev 8acXapois 

de Heer, MAKAP-EYAAIMQN-OABIO-EYTYXHZ TIlKE1 PIOThlV. 
(Amsterdam I969). Cf. n. 5 above. 168 Page also objects to (a) T Kai Tu'pavvov (42), and 

163 oApicrai 68 XP' P3iov T6AEEUTv(7avT' EV EEC-TTOi (b) the proximity of'SESoiKa 5' auTr1v and SEipaivco TE 

9pifAi (A. Ag. 928-9). Cf ?6 and ?I2. viv, as well as papeTa yap qp 'v and 5eviv yap.' But (a) 
164 See Seaford (n. 33). replace Kal with T'rv, and (b) this expresses the nurse's 
165 That is why at 995 Collard is wrong to reject anxiety. There may conceivably be radical corruption 

Haupt's aivoyauciov on the grounds that 'discrepat cum here, but there are no good reasons for wholesale 
gaudio Evadnae'. deletion. 

166 E. Su. I012; A. Ag. 745; and see n. I6I above. 
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KpaTcrcra Tlrv Eeifiav, 1i 1Tn'EUKajpEV 

ao9oOi IjalcrATa, (pappacKolS auTouS eATiV. 

For the structure (Trr-rTEpov ....;, then an objection, then an alternative) compare the words of 
the no less disturbed Iphigeneia (E. IT 884-91): 

Trr6Epov Kara Xepcov, ovxi vai 
&a7Aa TroScv pTa&l; 
OavaTrcl ITrOaClES &cpa 3&p3ppapa 9UAa 
Kai 6 o1' os &v6oous <aTEiXCwv. Sia KvavEaS piav 
caTEvoTropou TTETpas pcKp KEAXEUa va- 
ioICIv 6paao'pos. 

But the interpolator wanted to supply another alternative, immediately, with the usual i) after 
6TOTEpov. He was influenced perhaps also by rroXAas (376) and, in his choice of lines to 

interpolate, by 8copa vuJpIK6vv (378). His interference is understandable, but it dilutes the point: 
Medea rules out the personal presence required by arson so as to choose the alternative of 
working from a distance with poison. 

Page writes 'at 41 the phrase (iv' EcarpcTat AX)xos) comes suddenly and obscurely'. But not 
for those familiar with the -OTTos of the wife's suicide with a sword on the marital bed.169 Here 
the TOTros contains the extra pathos that the bed has been prepared to receive a new bride (Greek 
marriage is patrilocal). Page continues 'In 379 it is clear to whose heart 61' firraTos refers: in 40 it 
is not so clear.' This is the reverse of the truth. It is clear enough in 40 from the TOTrrO, and 
anyway Jason and Glauke are mentioned as an alternative in 42; whereas the omission at 379 is 
odd. 40-I make much better sense here than at 379-80. And Medea's very first words are indeed 
a wish to die (96-7; also 144-7, etc.). 

(c) vtipTrl is used primarily of a young woman envisaged in relation to marriage, normally 
therefore of a bride, and although the designation may continue into the marriage (e.g. E. Or. 
1136 vjicpca T' TEOrKEV opcpavas ~uvaopcov), in this context it cannot fail to have a bridal 
overtone. 170 

(d) pEArTEl suggests a ritual context,171 and is particularly apt if we suppose that bridal 
lamentation did occur in the wedding (see 54 above). 

Further examples might be described of the death of a wife imagined in terms of her 
wedding, notably Phaedra172 and Alcestis.173 But instead we will proceed to the next category, 
in which an extramarital or merely natural union is imagined as a marriage in which the negative 
element prevails. 

D. THE EXTRAMARITAL UNION 

59. At A. Ag. 685-762 the union of Paris and Helen is imagined by the chorus as a marriage 
which brings disaster.174 From the numerous elements of this picture I select six.175 

169 S. Trach. 915-31 (esp. 918, 920, 924, 930-1); V. 
Aen. iv 648-65; cf. E. Ale. 175-84; Winnington-Ingram 
(n. 23) 81 n. 28. For (apparently) abrupt statements of 
(other) TOrTOI see Seaford (n. 23) 249, 251; cf. n. 195 
below. 

170As also at E. Andr. 137-41 ... . SPois rw' 
xAAoTpiaS / TT6AEsO, EV' oU 9icAov TIV' Eiop&s / | C7v, 

c6 Buc-TUXEcOraTac, <(c)> TravTaAalva vupJa. / oiKTpo- 
-rTTa yap pioty' oEpoAEs, yvval 'lAias, olKOUS... 

171 Page calls this a metaphorical use of peATrEiv very rare in tragedy, and compares A. Ag. 1445 and E. Andr. 
1037 (both in fact of the lament). 

172 E. Hipp. 755-6 ETr6pEuaas Ela&v &vacraav 6oAicov 
a'r' O'KoiV KaKovUpJpoT-r&av ovacrv (i.e. instead of 
ECvatpovia), 766-70 TEpad(vCOV atTo vupi6Sicov 
KpEpacTTov a&METa l api PP6Xov AEUK&I KaOapp63ouvca 
8EIpat (cf. S. Ant. 1239 AEVUKf TrapEtai-see above; E. 

Med. 1189, IA 875); for hanging as suicide v. Antigone, 
Iokasta, Erigone (imitated by Athenian virgins). 

173 E. Ale. 866-7, 88o-8i, 898, 915-25. 
174 Given the tendency to describe adulterous union 

in terms of marriage ritual (cf. e.g. ?11 Iole, or the 
paradoxical phrase i5ioiacv CUpEvaiotac of Aig. and Klyt. 
at E. Or. 558), it makes little sense to ask whether Paris 
and Helen were actually married or not (cf. II. xxiv 763, 
iii 140). Like the other cases in this category their union 
is extramarital in the sense that it violates the marriage 
of one of the partners, and 'natural' in the sense that it is 
effected by lust or violence or both. 

175 Cf also 686 6opiyalcppos, 720 wTpoTEXAioIs, also 
(earlier) &youca T' O vTipEpvov 'lAicot p0opav (406). A. 
Lebeck, The Oresteia (Cambridge, Mass. 1971) 48-9, 
69-71, collects some of the obvious references to 
marriage in the trilogy. 
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(a) 690-2 (Helen) EK TCOV &ppoTrrvcov / TrpoKaAuJlppcaTcov ETrrAEuaEv / ZEpupov yiyaVTos 
aipat. The TrpoKaXuvipaTa here are generally assumed to be 'curtains' (of bed, chamber, or 

palace). But the reference is I think rather to the ritual unveiling of the bride. Nowhere else does 
TrpoKdAlXvlpa mean 'curtain'. True, it is a rare word. However, the verb -rpoKaXATrrrEiv does 
occur three times in tragedy: of the bride Glauke covering her eyes (E. Med. 1147), of Pylades 
covering Orestes with -rrE-rrXo (E. IT 312), and of Antigone casting off her veil in a passage 
containing hymenaial associations (E. Pho. 1485-92, see n. I85 below). 

Furthermore, KaUlAupa regularly refers to what covers the head,176 generally in the plural 
KaA\iiaT-ra. E. IT 372 AE?-rTcv ppac ta& KaKUppacr.vrcEovoua refers to the bridal veil. The phrase 
8K KaAupaT&cov occurs later in the Ag. to refer to the bridal veil (I 178); its only other occurrence 
is at S. Trach. I078, where I have argued (elsewhere) that there is a secondary allusion to the 
bridal veil.177 Mention should also be made of A. Cho. 811 ?K 8VOqpEp&S KaAJTrTpaS, which 
alludes to the ritual unveiling not of the bride but of the mystic initiand.178 

It may be objected that 'she sailed from out of the veil' is an odd sense. But it is no more odd 
than 'she sailed from out of the curtains'. The abruptness may perhaps be explained in part by the 
existing association of the phrase EK (rrpo)KaAupd&Trcov with the bridal veil.179 The ritual of the 
avaKaAvuT-rripa, the unveiling of the bride, seems to have occurred at the end of the wedding 
banquet, just before her departure on a chariot to her new home.180 

I suspect that this departure may have been associated with a nautical image. If so, the 
association would underly various passages of tragedy, for examplel81 (I) E. IT 370-I Ev 
ap-JaTcov OX0ls / s aiipaTrlp6v ya,ov Tr6peOpEucras; (2) E. Tro. 569-70 (see ?12); (3) S. OT 
320-3 (?6); (4) later in the Agamemnon itself Kassandra says ( I78-81) Kali PiTV 6 XpcriP6O OUKET' 

EK KaAUpp&aTcv / Ea-Tal 56E8pKCsA)S VEOyap0oU VvU9qTS SiKnV, / AapTrpIos 5' EOIKEV icAiou Trpos 

aVTOXaS / TrrvECOV EqP)eiv, cOO-CT KvIpaI-rOS sIKIV / KT-. This curious conjunction of images 
(unveiling, wind, and wave) cannot be explained merely by the multivalency of the word 
Aaprrp6os.82 

At 690-2, as at 1178-8 I, we pass from unveiling to wind. Both passages are set in the context 
of the abduction of a woman (Helen, Cassandra-see ?10 below), and at 69I Ew-XEucaEV KTA. is 
clearly more than a mere image. 183 In both cases that which corresponds to the avaKaAuTrTrrpia, 
the sudden dissolution of contrived obscurity, is its opposite in mood: the discovery of the secret 
departure of Helen with Paris, the revelation (i I83 OJKT-r' E aiviyp&rcov) of death in the palace. 
This irony occurs, I believe, in other plays: in the uncovering of the wounded Herakles towards 
the end of S. Trach.,184 and in the unveiling, induced by grief, of Euripides' Antigone.185 But it 
occurs also elsewhere in the Agamemnon itself. It has been argued recently by M. L. Cunningham 
that 239 KpOKOuJ PpaaS 5' Es TrrESov XEouoaa (of Iphigeneia being sacrificed) refers to the bridal 
veil. She points in particular to the likelihood that the Greek bridal veil was saffron in colour, to 
the force which this interpretation gives to the following words 3EpaAA' EKao-rov Ov-rTfpcov a-rw' 

176 See LSJ. In both the apparent exceptions (A. Cho. 
494; S. Trach 1078) it may in fact have the same sense (cf. 
Seaford [n. 23] 252-3, and [n. 33] 56-7. 

177 (n. 33) 56-7. 
178 See G. Thomson in Comm. ad loc.; add Parmen. 

fr. 1.10 (Thomson, The first philosophers [London i955] 
289-90). 

179 For this kind of abruptness see n. 169 above. 
180J. H. Oakley in Arch. Anz. (1982) 113-14; J. 

Toutain in REA xlii (1940), 345-53. This fact underlies 
also Ag. 1178-81 (see below) and E. Pho. 1485-92 (see n. 
i85 below). 

181 Cf the passages quoted in n. 183 below, also A. 
fr. i54a Radt 3 aAiPuEvov ydaov; A. Ag. 227 rrpoTEAEla 
vacov. Dionysos apparently travelled to his wedding at 
the Anthesteria in a ship cart: R. Seaford, Euripides 
Cyclops (Oxford 1984) 8 and n. 23. 

182 'Clear' of oracles, 'bright' of the bride's com- 

plexion, 'keen' of the wind, and 'bright' of the sunlight: 
M. S. Silk, Interaction in poetic imagery (Cambridge 1974) 
197; Simon Goldhill, Language, sexuality, narrative: the 
Oresteia (Cambridge I984) 85. 

183 Cf the attention focussed on a sea voyage in a 
hymenaial context at E. IA 667-70, E. Hipp. 752-63 
(esp. 755-6, see n. I72 above), E. Tro. 455-6. 

184 Seaford (n. 33) 56-7. 
185 Pho. I485-92. She overcomes her maidenly 

shame (1487-8), emerges from the rrap0ECvES (cf. 
1275), sheds her veil, but is led not in a bridal profession 
but by the dead (1442 ayE'pO6vElpa VEKpoYII-constantly 
mistranslated as active). Cf also n. 180 above. Her 
solitary, lamenting procession is similarly ambiguous 
(cf. [A) in Sophokles' version (?Bi). This is not to 
ignore the influence of Hom. II. xxii 468-72 (also a 
wedding veil!). 
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6OlpaTOS pA?Ei pIAoiK(rcol, and to a fifth century vase showing Iphigeneia being led to the 
sacrifice holding up what seems to be a bridal veil.l86 Four further points need to be made. 
Firstly, the hymenaial association is in fact first introduced a little earlier, in the description of the 
sacrifice as wrpoT-reia vacav. The TrpoTEAEia was associated in particular with marriage.187 And 
as we find elsewhere (see n. 198), the Aeschylean irony is made more explicit by Euripides (see 
?2). Secondly, the immediately preceding line, Piaol xaAXlvv r' avavuSlc pivEl, contains a 
hymenaial image, the control over the bride as over an animal,'88 which is picked up again at 
244 with the description of Iphigeneia the virgin in her father's house as &ra)pco'ros. Thirdly, 
EpaXXE KT-r. is of a very subtle pathos: the reversal of the mood of the wedding is perhaps not 
absolute, for at the vnaKcAuTrrnTipta the newly revealed face at the centre of attention may have 
been to some extent fearful or even q(piolKios; at the same time BaAXE ... &.rr' 6pa-raTos BAXEi 
cannot fail in a hymenaial context to retain an erotic association, as does the phrase icaXOaKov 
oI4paTrcv P3Aos used later in the play, in the song under discussion, of Helen coming to Troy as a 
bride (742).189 Fourthly, this interpretation avoids the serious difficulties in interpreting KpoKov 
Pcapai as blood or as the robe.190 

As the song proceeds, other features of the marriage of Paris and Helen also turn into their 
opposite. 

(b) The deity bringing the marriage to completion is not, as normally, Zeus TAEiloS, Hera 
TEhEta, or Aphrodite,l91 but TrEXECTaippcov MfVIS (marriage is of course a TEAos) and an 'Epivvs 
(700, 744-9). Indeed the common idea that deity is actually present at the wedding192 gives a 
special point to the presence of Mivis and the 'Epivus here. 

(c) The completion bought about by the 'Epivus is a bitter one (744-5 TrapaKAivaa' 
ETrTKpacvEv 6E y'djcou TriKpaS TEAEUTdXS)193 She seems on the one hand, in the context, to be 
identified with Helen; but on the other hand, as vuvlp6KXauToS (749), which may mean 

'bringing tears for the bride' or 'bewept by the bride' but hardly 'a weeping bride', 194 she seems 
to be distinct from Helen. It seems best to allow Aeschylus the sinister ambiguity. But whatever 
the truth of that, vupo6KXavrToS would seem less awkward and obscure to the original audience 
than it does to us, because for them it would evoke something familiar to the audience:195 the 
element of lamentation by or on behalf of the bride.196 Normally of course this negative 

186 M. L. Cunningham in BICS xxxi (1984) 9-12; 
ARV2 466 n. 266. So too D. A. Armstrong and E. A. 
Ratchford in BICS xxxii (1985) I-I2, which appeared 
too late for consideration here. 

187 Defined by Hsch. as of Helen p -Trpo TCOV ydocov 
uvJia Kai 0opTiJ. Cf 720 iv 6IO'TOU rrpoTEAEioiS of Helen. 

In Ag. 65 and 227 Fraenkel sees an inversion of its 
cheerful wedding associations. Similarly F. Zeitlin in 
TAPA xcvi (1965) 465-6 ('unpropitious use'). Lebeck 
(n. 175) 186, notes that 'it is precisely because she is 
sacrificed to Artemis that Iphigenia can be called 
TrpoT-Arta vacov with a play on rrpoT'rXia ya6Pcov.' It 
should be added that the story of this sacrifice had long 
been associated with marriage (see ?2 above). Further 
dimensions of (ironic) aptness are that the sacrifice of 
Iphigeneia is, like the marriage -rrpoTrAetia, a necessary 
prelude (cf. also Ag. 65) to a man (Menelaos) taking off 
his wife (cf. the previous line, yuvaiKorroivcov -rroXEoov 

&pcoyOv), and that vaov perhaps owes something to the 
nautical image discussed above (cf. E. IA 667-70). 

188 See nn. 58 and 53; Sourvinou-Inwood, pp. I37ff, 
145. 

189 Cf also e.g. A. fr. 242R Su. Ioo4-5; etc.: 
Thomson on PV 590-I (his 614-15), Barrett on E. 
Hipp. 525-6 and 530-4. 

190 The slaughtering must come later; why naked- 
ness?; etc. (see Lloyd-Jones in CR ii [1952] 135-8; he 
suggests the robe hanging down to the ground). The 
objection to the robe might be avoided also by the view 

ofC. Sourvinou (CQ xxi [1971] 339-42) that there is a 
reference to a (hypothetical) ritual derobing at the 
apKTEia. But the avaKa7kvrrrTlpla (enforced perhaps by 
the gagging) makes more sense in the context, and 
unlike derobing would be consistent with Maas' view of 
Trr&-rrXAoli TrEpnrTEr and rpovowrri (233-4; CQ i [195 ] 
94). 

191 A. Eum. 214 (cf. Ag. 973; F. Salviat in BCH 
Ixxxiv [I946] 647-54); Plut. Mor. 264b; D.S. v 73; Men. 
Rhet. 407.7; Ps. D.H. Epid. 262 Radermacher; cf. also n. 
94 above and n. 192 below. Cf. E. Hel. 1120-I nTTpts 
aiv6yaClols irolrmraTav 'A<ppoiT-as. 

192 See nn. I14-16 above. 
193 Cf Pi. Pyth. 9.66 T'rpwvav yo'aou Kpaiveiv 

TEAEUvTdv; A. Su. 138-40 (The Danaids:) TrEturdTa 6' iv 
XP6vCli raTrrrp 6 rravo'rrTas TTPEUEVEIS KTitaEEV (cf. 
I05o-53); E. Phaeth. Ioo (hymenaial) OEt6 EScoKE, 
Xp6voS IKpaVE iXoS, Su. 100oo8 1 Bailjicov rTaSE Kpaivot 
(see ?7). At A. Ag. 701 we should read Headlam's 
fnvvuev (see Thomson ad loc.). 

194 See ad loc. Fraenkel, also Denniston-Page; also E. 
Hec. 948-9 (see ?12). 

195 For the critical principle involved see n. 169 
above. Note also Fraenkel's remark (ad Ag. 1278): 
'Everything is compressed, hinting... rather than 
describing fully. Time and again in Aeschylus, above all 
in the Oresteia, do we encounter this "parodying" of 
sacred rites.' 

196 See nn. 82-9o above. 
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tendency would be overcome in the rite of passage. But here the deity who brings the marriage 
to completion (ErreKpavev) is an 'Epivus, so that anomalously it ends, in the long term, in tears 
(yaovu TrriKpaS TrAEurTaS),197 the tears not necessarily of Helen but of the Trojan wives in 

general. In Euripides (Hec. 946-9; cf. 483) the Trojan women sing ETrEi pE yciaS / EK TraT-piaS 
&rrcAEocEv / EbKC1KIe v T' OtKco yadpo ou ydpos ai A' / &Aaarop6s T1S oiCus. Like brides they 
have been removed by marriage from their homes, but the marriage is not their own but Helen's 
and so not a marriage at all but suffering inflicted by an 'ATAdTcop. As at Ag. 744-9, it seems that 
a demon employs the marriage of Helen to inflict the subversion of marriage on the Trojan 
women. As elsewhere,'98 Euripides makes more explicit the irony of Aeschylus. 

(d) It has in fact been directly stated by the chorus that the Trojans, who earlier sang the 

wedding song, have now had to learn instead the song of lamentation (705-I6). At the wedding 
it is normal to compliment bride and bridegroom.199 Sophokles applies the word EjhEKTpos to 
the bride (Ant. 796), and to Aphrodite at the contest for the vuiCpa Deianeira (Trach. 5I5). But 

Troy in having to learn the lament instead of the wedding song oTEVEI KlKArlcKouc(a nTTpiv TOV 

aiv6AEKTpov. KIKATiaKOVJCa here suggests the direct address that occurs in both the lament and the 

wedding song.200 There may also perhaps be a faint suggestion of the funerary AKKTpov.201 

(e) What comes to Troy is described as JaAeaKov o6pacrTcov PEAos, 86TrtiieOuov EpcoTro a&voS 
(742-3). The image of the flower is traditionally applied to the bride in the wedding.202 In 

Aeschylus' Suppliants it is associated simultaneously with the unwilling brides and the young 
men threatened by war (663-6, ?4). Here the words peAos and 8rievupov are appropriate to the 

praise of the beauty of Helen (see Fraenkel ad loc.), but acquire in the context a sinister double 

meaning. 
Comparable is the ambiguity of Kno0S (699), recognized by the commentators, between 

connection by marriage and grief. It is of interest to compare also Euripides Phoenissai 340-3, 
where the marriage of the Theban Polyneikes to an Argive is called (?VOV Kf8OS and y6Pcov 
ET'aKTOrv arTav. There is ambiguity not only in K8SOS but in 'ETraKTOV, a word applied to the 
wealth brought by a wife to the home of her husband (E.fr. 502.5), but which has two extra 
senses here: firstly, the bride comes not just from another household but from another city; and 
secondly TrcaKToS in Aeschylus refers to the foreign army brought by Polyneikes,203 and so 
cannot fail to suggest here the connection between the marriage of Polyneikes to an Argive and 
the Argive invasion of Thebes. And whenjokasta goes on to complain that the marriage was not 
celebrated in Thebes, and in particular that (348-9) a&v 6e Qrl13aiav / TroAiv Eaciyd6r aa&s o0605o 

vuOtpas, this serves to reinforce the association of the intended military eao8os into Thebes with 
a bridal procession. 

(f) The dire consequences of the impious union between Helen and Paris are described as 
offspring (750-70). Here too we find, it seems, the perversion of a wedding ToTros, the desire for 
children resembling their parents.204 This gives a special point to 758-6o TO 8uccaaEEs yap 
Epyov / pETrC pEV -nrAEioVa TiKTEI, / o'pErTEpal 8' EiKoTa yEvvai, and to 770-1 "ATaV, ei8opEvav 

TrOKECJ1V. 

To conclude, Ag. 690-77i exhibit a multiple perversion of wedding ritual, in which the 

197 Cf. E. Med. I388 WTlKpaS TEAEJTa'S TCOV ?Epcv below, ?io) and Bion 1.70; cf. e.g. A. Cho. 318; E. Hel. 
yacov iScov. The point is that TEXurTa, like T,Aos, can 1261; and in general Seaford (n. 23) 251 (on Ag. ii i6); 
refer both to marriage and death: n. i66 above; E. Med. also perhaps the sepulchral AP vii 649 'AVTi TOI EAJXE?os 
i53; cf. e.g. Artemid. Oneir. ii 49. eaAapou... 

198 Seaford (n. 23) 248. 202 See above ?4 and nn. 6I-4. 
199 E.g. Sapphofrr. io8, o, III, 112, 15, 116; Ar. 203 Sept. 583; cf. e.g. S. Trach. 259, OC 525; cf. E. 

Pax 1349-50; E. Alc. 920-I; Theocr. I8.19-38, 49; Pho. 580-2. 
Men. Rhet. 402.22-404.14; Gregor. Naz. PG xxxvii 204 Emphasised by Men. Rhet. 404.27, 407.9, 23; 
1493-5- Catull. 61.214-18; cf. Theocr. 18.21, 50-53; Sidon. 

200 I. xxiv 725, 748, 762; A. Ag. 315; E. Tro. 1167- Apoll. Carm. I5.191; Ps. D.H. Epid. 266. Cf. also Hes. 
72; Sapphofrr. io8, 112, 113, 115, II6, II7; Ar. Pax Op. 235 and West ad loc. (add. P1. Crit. ii2c and Plut. 
1344-6; Catull. 62.59; etc. Mor. 824c). 201 Cf the same irony at A. Ag. 1440-I (quoted 
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positive elements are perverted into negative elements and the negative elements prevail. 
Comparable, in microcosm, is Sophokles' Elektra 193-9: 

oiKrTpa p?V voc-roiS au6a, 

OlKTrpa 8' EV KOITatS 'rarpcobais 
6'E oi TI'C;X?XXKCV &V'raia OTE O TrayXcAKcov avTaia 

yEVUOcv cbpidOrl Tr\ayca. 
66Aos iv (ppa'aas, EpoS 6 KTEivaS, 
SEtvav BEtv)S rrpopvUTrEuoavTES 
PopdPv. KrT. 

Here the homecoming of Agamemnon and his death at the hands of Klytaimestra and Aigisthos 
is described in terms suggestive of a wedding. 86Aos iv 6 (ppaoras, Epos 6 KTEIVOaS seems to echo 
the kind of expression found in the wedding song at E. Phaeth. 99-101 GEOS E8C)OKE, Xp6vos 

EKpavE / X?)(OS KTr.205 The deities presiding over the marriage or bringing it to completion have 
become sinister ones, 80Aos and Epos, who seem half-identified with the human agents (Aig. 
and Klyt.),206 and give birth through a terrible breeding to terrible offspring (the murder). 
"Epos is of course not inappropriate to a normal marriage,207 but here assumes a sinister 
function. The reunion of husband and wife208 becomes the occasion for murder by the united 
wife and lover. Two further elements complete the picture. By an irony that should by now be 
familiar, the cau86 at Ag.'s return is pitiable rather than joyful (cf the joyful auc56 in the wedding 
procession at Hes. Asp. 278); and he is killed iv KoiTais TraCTpcbiais, an expression which though 
consistent with the tradition that Ag. was killed at a banquet (cf. 203-4) cannot fail to suggest 
here a marriage bed.209 Every one of these ironies has its counterpart in A. Ag. 690-771. 

? o. Kassandra. In Aeschylus as Agamemnon enters the palace, his wife prays to Zeus TrAElos 

(973), the 'accomplisher'. She wishes Zeus to bring her prayers to completion (ras ?pas EvX&as 
TrAEI). Now Zeus TrAElos is also associated with the TrAos of marriage,210 to which there is a 
secondary reference here. The death of Agamemnon is envisaged as a kind of marriage, which 
Zeus TrEAEos is being asked to bring to fulfilment. It is described by Kassandra as a -rTAo (I 107 
To6E yap TEAEiS;, 1109 TTCOS (ppaaC.o TrAos;) in a passage which alludes to the common 
association between death and marriage,211 and by Klytaimestra herself in terms which allude to 
sexual union (?6). rTEAE in 973 picks up the same word in the previous line, a&vp6s TEAEiou 8cop' 
E1TcOTpcAo)pIOEVOU, where the primary sense, 'with authority', conceals a secondary reference, as 
in 973, to marriage: TrAEIos with a passive sense, 'brought to completion', is applied to those 
who have entered on marriage.212 

Interpenetrating this grotesque union of Agamemnon with Klytaimestra is the no less 
grotesque union in death of Agamemnon and Kassandra. As in the Trachiniai (?5 and ?i i) and 
the Medea (53 and ?8) the husband's new attachment creates a situation in which the mutual 
subversion of the two incompatible unions issues in the death of one or more of the three parties. 
Klytaimestra describes the dead Kassandra, displayed alongside the corpse of Agamemnon,213 as 
'( KOIVOAEKTpos TOUro E 0EacpaT-rq yos, / rICTrTr i UVEuvos, vaTricov 5E cEApaTcov / icToTpi[3TS 

205 Cf. also Men. Rhet. 400.18-20, 406.22-4; on the BCHlxxxiv (1946), 647-54, who sees a ref. to marriage 
origin of this style in ritual formulae see G. Thomson in in Ag. 973, but regards the point as being that Zeus in his 
JHS lxxiii (i953) 82-3; cf. esp. Zenob. Prov. iii 98. association with marriage is the right deity to pursue a 

206Jebb compares Klyt. as a6aa-rdcop at A. Ag. 150I. wicked father or husband. See also Lebeck (n. 175) 68- 
We of course think of Helen as 'Eptvus at 737-49. 73. 

207 E.g. Men. Rhet. 404-20, 407.-9, 411.13. 211 Cf Seaford (n. 23) 251. 
208 This bloody reunion is envisaged as a grotesque 212 See LSJ s.v. T'rXEtos' 2.b, and esp. Paus. Gr. fr. 

marriage by Aeschylus (see ?io). 306 TrEAEOI oi yEyapnlK6Tes; add A. Su. 80, and cf A.fr. 
209 Cf esp. 78 lines later TOV a'JTo9O6vTnrv lpiv iv 44.7. 

KOiTnflI 7Tcrpos / uv T-il TracAaivili lT-rpi; also S. Trach. 213 I suspect that she appeared wrapped with Ag. in 
922; etc. (LSJ). the fatal cloth (I492, 1580), and therefore huddled in the 

210 Schol. Ar. Thesm. 973; D.S. 5.73; Plut. Mor. bath (1540), which is described as a bed on the ground 
264b; cf esp. A. Eum. 214; in general see F. Salviat in (Xapeuva, I540). 
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(I44I-3),214 and adds KEITal C lXArTcop TOuSE (I446). Furthermore, one of the threads of the 

famous 'Kassandra scene' is a sustained evocation of the negative elements in the situation of a 
bride: (a) like the bride, Kassandra has been taken from her father's home215 and has arrived in a 
chariot with her man at his home;216 (b) like the bride (apparently), she laments (1322);217 (c) 
whereas for the bride capture and death are at most fictions,218 for Kassandra they are a reality; 
(d) the bride was apparently welcomed on arrival outside her new home;219 in attempting to 
make Kassandra leave her seat in the chariot (1054 apaiprn 0p6vov)220 Klytaimestra and the 
chorus use persuasion;22 (e) they also compare her to an animal newly caught or unwilling to 
bear the bridle or the yoke;222 (f) the image Kassandra employs to express the emergence of her 

speech out of deliberate obscurity, the image of the unveiling of the bride (I 78-83, see ?9 
above), is therefore not chosen arbitrarily. 

This implicit allusion by Aeschylus to ritual is, as elsewhere,223 made explicit by Euripides. 
Kassandra in the Trojan Women enters with a wedding torch (or two) and sings a wedding song 
(308-52). Kassandra is herself of course aware that the destination of the transition is Hades,224 
and that her body will be thrown out vuvgpiou TrrEas ra-rcou.225 This does not mean that the 

(traditional) pJaKaplaop6s of the bride226 is entirely false, for there is a genuine albeit horrific joy 
at the prospect of the death of her yapErTaS that will accompany her own.227 It is perhaps an 
exact reversal of normal practice firstly that the (inspired) bride takes the initiative (308, 325, 
332-41), lighting her own torch228 and uttering her own opaKaprpio6S, and secondly that her 

joyful singing contrasts with the lamentation of everybody else (315-I9, 332, 35I-2). Certainly 
her mother envisages the torch as funereal,229 an ambiguity well known from the 

Anthology.230 
?I . lole. On discovering that Herakles is about to return home the women of Trachis sing 

(S. Trach. 205-7) avoao?Au8roo231 6p.os / EcrpaTioioIv &Aa?AaTs / o6 pIE?AAVUlpOS. The idea that 
the house is about to celebrate a wedding has of course offended some textual critics. But it is in 
fact, as I have argued in detail elsewhere,232 one of a coherent series of allusions to wedding 
ritual throughout the play, some of which I have mentioned in ?5 above. The return of Herakles 
is envisaged here as the re-enactment or final completion of the marital transition of Deianeira. 
But at the end of the song there arrives at the house a group of female captives, one of whom is 
noticed from among the others233 by Deianeira, who remarks on her apparent virginity 

214 To the defence of ioTroTpi3rns (with an erotic 
sense) by Douglas Young (in CQ xiv [1964] 15) add A. 
Su. 1042 Tpito T 

' 
pcoVToov (Trpipo in an erotic sense, I 

believe, and a hymenaial context: ?4). 
215 Note the stress on the paternal home left behind 

at 1277 copooU wTcrrpcbtov 8' &VT' irri~rlvov lEvEl (and cf. 
a&uevEI referring to hymenaial consummation at 
S. Trach. 528; E. Cyc. 514 with Seaford ad loc.). 

216 I find the suggestion that 'the arrival of Aga- 
memnon and Cassandra like a bride and groom at the 
door when Clytemnestra stands waiting to welcome her 
husband home has a blatant irony' made independently 
by Ian Jenkins [n. 3] 138) on the basis of the fact that 
'Agamemnon's arrival at the palace on a chariot with 
Cassandra by his side, and Clytemnestra waiting to 
greet them, corresponds pictorially with the vase- 
painter's formula for the arrival of bride and groom.' 
He refers to O. Taplin, The stagecraft of Aeschylus 
(Oxford 1977) 302-6, who successfully argues that Ag. 
and Kass. were in the same chariot. 

217 Cf. above nn. 3, 82-92. 
218 Cf. above nn. 4, 68-9. 
219 Schol. E. Pho. 344;Jenkins (n. 3) continues 'The 

position of Clytemnestra at the doorway of the house is 
that occupied by the groom's mother in the vase scenes 

of bride-fetching.' 
220 The bride had a special seat in the chariot: Hsch. 

s.v. 'KAIlVi; Poll. x 33, 52.22. 
221 1052 ECaO 9qpVCOV AEyouaa TrTEiOo viv Ao6yol, 

I049, 1054. CfJ persuasion in the wedding: 54 and n. 94. 
222 1048, I163, I066, I07I; cf ?4 and n. 58. 
223 See ?9a, ?9c, and n. 198. 
224 445 'S Atiou VUpicot yqpcblstea; cf. A. Ag. 1291 

"Atiov TrvrAaS 6 -raaS' yco TpoEvvwrTTo. 
225 449; cf. the possibly ambiguous rTOv TrETrpColEVOV 

E?V&a T OCTV EaiOEv (340-I): cf. Seaford (n. 23) 250-I. 
226 312-13; cf. 311, 327, 336, 366; cf. n. 5 above. 
227 

311, 356-62, etc.; also at other Argive and Greek 
sufferings: 363 ff. 

228 308, 320; cf. e.g. E. Phoen. 344-6, IA 732. So far as 
I know the bride never carries a torch in vase-painting. 

229 344 Auypov ... 9A6ya, 348; with Avypav cf. e.g. 
Med. 399 AvypoOs 06aco ya6ous, HF 1376 Auypai 
<pIAtrIarTCov TeplEti, Su. 70 Auypa& lAX. 

230 e.g. AP vii 185 (sepulchral): Trup 'ETEpV CTrEVU- 

Bouva. 
231 dvoXAoXAucrco Burges; -T-rE LRAUY: -OacTE 

KZg. 
232 

(n. 23). 
233 

cf. Theocr. 18.25-8; Sapphofr. 34V. 
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(&TrEipos) and nobility (307-I 3). This is Iole, the bride234 ofHerakles. Deianeira is, without yet 
realising it, in the position of Klytaimestra, standing in front of the house to which the new bride 
has been forcibly brought. aEAX6vvulV oS begins to take on a fatal ambiguity. When Deianeira's 
suspicions are subsequently aroused, she praises her again, this time for her beauty (379).235 

Later in the play the chorus, reflecting on the origin of Herakles' sufferings, mention his 

spear & TOTE 0Ov v1i0Lpav / ayayEs &r' aiTrEivas / rav' OiXahias aiXi5a&. / ' &p ai-roAho 
KJTrpls avauvos avEapa / Tcov6' epavr TTrpadKrcop (857-61). Two points need to be made here. 

Firstly, eoav is emended away by some, and defended by others as meaning 'swiftly'. Both 
alternatives miss the point. The 'swift bride' reappears at E. Su. 993 coKuvoal vvi'pJai. In both 
cases there is a poignant association between the urgency of the wedding procession which ends 

happily and the present arrival of the bride (?7). Euadne comes quickly to her husband's pyre. 
Iole is seized with ruthless urgency from her father's home; and the speed of her arrival is 
inflicted also on Deianeira: ... &v a8' a TarXclcov &oKVoS, / p?Eya av rpooopcocra b66oloS apadpav 

/ vEcov &tcvaa ovTCv yawcov, Ta& EV KT-. (841-3). I have reproduced &OKVOS (Musgrave), which is 

generally accepted. But the mss. aoKvov may be right. Iole will not be allowed to delay her 
arrival with bridal 6Kvos.236 And &ICaC6vTov should probably not be changed to aicaoucav 

(Nauck). rrpoaopocaa suggests actual visual perception,237 and evokes therefore the position of 
those waiting at the house of the groom for the bridal procession. 

Secondly, the sinister epiphanic role of Aphrodite (86o-I), expressing the destructive 

carnality of this union, is given special point by her (silent) presence even at a normal 
wedding.238 She plays a similar role in Euripides' description in the Hippolytus239 of the brutal 
'wedding' of Herakles and lole. In the Agamemnon the deities bringing the union of Helen and 
Paris to completion are a Mtvits and an 'EpitvCs (?9b). An 'Epivus is present at the union of 
Herakles and lole too, but as offspring: ETEK' ETEKE psEyAocXv &vEopTros240 &8E vtupqqa 56poiat 
'oTc6' 'Epivvv (893-5). This is comparable to the perversion we found in the Agamemnon of the 
desire expressed at the wedding for children resembling their parents (?9f). 

?12. Andromache opens the play of Euripides that bears her name by calling on the city of her 
birth, e(3pn, from which she came to Troy to be the enviable (3rXcoTo6) wife of Hektor. 
Somewhat later, lamenting the loss of her city and her husband, and her consequent yoking 
(arvv3Vuyrv) to a harsh fate (aTrEppOs 6aiacov, 96-9), she adds that no mortal should be called 
6oAplos while still alive (100-2), a proverb which in this context must suggest the failed 
awxKaptcraos of the wedding ceremony (cf. ?6 and ?7). We are reminded of the Iliad, when the 

news of Hektor's death makes her shed her wedding-veil, the veil she wore laTi TCOr1 OTE laIV 
KopuOaiokos ?lydayE' "EKTcop / EK SO6,ou KT\. (II. xxii 47 1-2). This bridal journey of 
Andromache was described in rich detail by Sappho, and may even have been paradigmatic.241 

Andromache continues (Andr. 103-4) '!RicoI ai-rrlEiv&i TTlpi ov yapiov &XA TIV' oaTav / 
ayayET-' Evvaiav ES eaad|ious 'EXEvav, and then, after mentioning the destruction of Troy and 
of Hektor, (109) acxTa ' K OaXau.wv dyopav bri eiva acxAcrcaas. Here again, as in the 

Agamemnon and the Hecuba (?9c), the 'marriage' of Helen and Paris is associated both with a 
destructive deity and with a Trojan marriage that it has destroyed. Whereas at Hec. 946-9 the 
Trojan brides are taken by marriage from their homes, but the marriage is Helen's, here in the 
Andromache it is as if one bridal journey to Troy (Helen's) has put another (Andromache's) into 

234 546, 843, 857, 894; with 536 ICEuyl.vTv cf. &vav6pov To arpiv Kad avuvpqov, O!KCoV 3Uca ar' 
E. Hipp. 544-54 (lole as a filly yoked by Herakles in Euprrkcov SpolpaSa vaiS' &OTcoS TrE P'xx av cv atiacrTi, 
marriage). ouv KrrVCOI, (poviocni vugpetiots 'AXAK11vas TOKCOI 

235 For praise of the bride (usually for beauty) see Kurrpis ?kSCOKEV. c TXAPoV uCuevaicov. Cf n. 58 
n. 202. (yoking) and, on the bride as maenad, E. Su. Iooo-oi 236 See in detail Seaford (n. 33). (?7) and Tro. 307, 342, etc. (?10). 237 Trpoaopav generally refers to actual seeing; the 240 This is the mss. reading (cf. &5ai8oUX11ToS of 
only possible exception in Soph. is at OC I42. Cf. Trach. clandestine marriage). a vEOpTOs is generally printed. 
1139 cb5 TrpoaeTSe TOUS gv6ov ydPouS. 241 

Sapphofr. 44 (composed perhaps to celebrate a 
238 nn. 114-16. real wedding). 239 545-54: T'iv "V OiXai A Xov &vuya eoKTpcov, 
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reverse (ay6yE-T'...' Es 6aXapovs... K EC, 6aa'V3o '6ayopav). Appropriately to this reversal, 
Andromache as she was led out 'put around her head' slavery (i 0o aiiypipa?Xoiaa Kappai), like the 
veil normally shed by the departing bride. A little later the chorus sing of Andromache's 
servitude and isolation from her qR'Ol in the house of Neoptolemos, concluding ... TrraVTa6- 
Aaxva V144ca. oiKTpoTaT-raa y'ap Eioiy' 'Epo0AEs, yiJvai 'Ria's, oiKovS bEaTroT&ev E&cov (136-42). 
The idea of the departure of the bride as physical abduction (?4 and n. 3; note especially Catull. 
62.24 quid faciunt hostes capta crudelius urbe?) facilitates the implicit association here of the 
abduction of Andromache with marriage. So it is also with Kassandra and lole (see above), and 
with the fearful women of Thebes (A. Septem 333-5): KAav-JTOV 8' 'apTiTpoTUOlS C'i.o8pTrrA)V 
vopi.dov Trpo-urapolO6v 8laLLF4yai 8CAAarcTOV OTUrEvyEcV o66v.242 

The idea of Andromache's departure from Troy as a perverted bridaljourney reappears in 
the Trojan Women. Forced to go as 86a.iap (660) with Neoptolemos, she appears ~EVIKC0iS Err' 

Oxo'S 1"rop[IEVo0PVTlV. / -rapx 8' EipEoial ai.aaTCOV ME-rTai / qipios 'Aac-rv&va~ 569-71). The 

expression EipEaiaa pCac7TA)V243 appears strange to modern commentators, possibly because it is 
an ironic development of the idea, familiar perhaps to the original audience, of the bridal cart as a 
boat (?9a).244 Andromache is Wrrape8pos not, as in a bridal journey, to her husband, but to her 
dead husband's weapons (573). She calls on him to come, but is told that he is in Hades (587-8); 
and so she asks to be taken to Hades herself (59).245 Finally, she reflects on the prospect of union 
with Neoptolemos: Ka'ITo ? yovaIV c3 ,in Eujqppvrq Xaa\i / TO 8ualV~ S YvKOS EiS 6v6p 

E'~XOS (665-6). This is a sentiment associated with marriage in general: cf. Sophoklesfr. 583, of 
the sufferings of marriage for the woman, Kai TaOT2 , TrritE1v EViqp6vrl 3Etirt i pi'a, / XPEC"V 
E-rraTlVIV Kad 80oKEiv Ka\A.)S 'XEIv. Interestingly, Andromache then rejects this piece of wisdom 
with an image usually used to legitimate the subordination of the bride, the image of the yoked 
animal: a&AAX oi,8' -rAos -r lTla &v 8la3Jy?l / T-is auVTrpapEoi(aS fai8icoS EAKEL 3vy6v (669- 
70).246 We noticed in Aeschylus' Suppliants a similar reversal of hymenaial imagery by women 

resisting marriage (?4). 
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242 The text is here disputed (I give the main mss. 244 In particular cf. 6xots... iropeuEVo0Prv11v with 
tradition), with suggestions including &pTITp64poIS, 6XotS... ir6pOpEvasX5 at E. IT 37o-I. 
apTITpTrmcov, and copo8p6o'roiS. But this does not affect 245 On the bridaljourney imagined as to Hades see 
my point. Jenkins (n. 3). 

243 The sense of lpEatial pIaaTCoV is disputed (see 246 Cf. Andr. 98 (quoted above) and 178; also n. 58 
K. H. Lee in Philologus cxvi [1973] 246 if); but this above. 
does not affect my point. 
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